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i ABSTRACT! This report summarizes the vibration, acoustic and low frequency loads data
from the first 5 shuttle flights and presents the engineering analysis of that
data. Vibroacoustic data from STS-9 are also presented because they
represent the only data taken on a large _ayload. Payload dynamic environment
predictions developed by the partlcipatLon of various NASA and industrial
i centers are presented along with a comparison of analytical loads methodology
i predictions with flight data, including a brief description of the
methodologies employed in developing those predictions for payloads. The
review of pred±ctlon methodologies illustrates how different centers have
approached the problems of developing shuttle dynamic environmental
i predictions and crlteri_ Ongoing research activities related to the shuttle
dynamic environments are also described. This should increase the awareness
of the u_er community as to what is being pl nned n an ffort re_olve h
areas of concern pertaining to the Space Transportation System (STS) dynamic
environments. Analytical software recently developed for the prediction of
payload acoustic and vibration environments are also described. !
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This task report was sponsored _y the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (OAST). The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) was the lead center
for the task for OAST. This report represents the combined efforts of the
NASA DATE Working Group members from various NASA and _nd,mtrial centers, and
the Air Force Space Division. The group was chaired by the Goddard Space
: Flight Center (GSFC). The DATE Working Group Js charged with planning shuttle
dynamic and thermal data acquisition, data reduction, dissemination of the
data and its analysis. Other participating organizations include Rockwell
I_ernational, the Aerospace Corporation, Johnson Space Center, Lockheed
M_Jsiles and Space Company, Marshall Space Flight Center and the Lewis
Research Center. Contributions from these organizations are gratefully
acknowledged.
_" It is anticipated that this report will prove to be useful to the STS user
:' community in developing realistic dynamic environment design and test
_: requirements for shuttle payloads.
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i 1.0 I]11'llODOCrIog
This report summarizes the results of the dynamic environmental data taken
during the first 5 space shuttle flights and STS-9. An evaluation o£ _he data
and its application to payloads are primary objectives of this report.
Methods of payload dynamic environmental prediction developed by industry and
several government centers, including prediction programs and loads
methodologies, will also be discussed. The primary objectives of the low
frequency flJ4_ht data evaluation are tho verification of analytical prediction
methods and the compilation o£ a highly reliable data base. Finally,
conclusions from the data are presented and recommendations on future
activities are made.
The data in this report were acquired and reduced as part of the NASA DATE
(Dynamic, Acoustic and Thormal Environments) activity, managed by Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC). The data base consists of the flight measurements
recorded on the DATE instrumentation and the Development Flight
Instrumentation (DFI) system installed by Johnson Space Center (JSC).
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) installed tranducers in Spacelab. DATE
• has disseminated its environmental data to the payload community through the
DATE reports (References 1 through 5). However, to be of benefit to shuttle
users for the development of payload loads and dynamic environment design and
test criteria, engineering interpretation must be applied to the dat_ This
report is intended to provide guidance to the payload community in developing
vibration, acoustic and loads criteria for payloads.
DATE microphones, low frequency acceleromete:s, and high frequency
acoelerometers were present on flights 2 through 5. DFI microphones and low
frequency accelerometers were present for all 5 flights. All DATE dynamic
flight data were obtained on small pallet payloads. Microphones and high
frequency accelerometers on STS-9 were provided by MSFC and were on a large
payload.
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2.1 Vibration and Acoustics
; The shuttle payload bay acoustic and vibration environments are summarlze_
i herein for pallet and small payloads based on the first 5 shuttle flights andI
i for a large payload (Spacelab) on STS-9. Acoustic data are treated in a
statlstioal manner, where appropriate, while vibration data has been
! enveloped. Vtbroacoustic environments are generally below those predicted
prior to the flr_t STS flight. There are, however, exceptions to this, namely
:! the iongeron vibration, localized acoustic discrete tones near the pressure
i equalization vents (Reference 6), and localized acoustic levels around a large
payload (Reference 12). Vibration requirements for the orbiter longeron have
been increased. Uncertainties in the acoustic and vibration environments have
also been quantified for the first five flights. These uncertainties include
data aoquisltlon and reduction errors, spatial bias errors, flight to flight
, variation and spatial deviation from the mean
There is good agreement among NASA centers and industry In defining Jmall
payload acoustic environments. However, it is generally agreed by the DATE
Working Group members that there are still significant deficiencies in the STS
payload data base. In particular, the influence of large payloads, the
acoustic environment near the payload bay doors, the acoustic discrete tones
i and the effect_ of the mechanically transmitted random vibration have not been
well defined. A better statistical base for defining uncertalntles in the
i environment is desired. The effect of future changes such as uprated engines,
._ launches from the Western Test Range and shuttle configuration changes are
unknown without more data. Additional flight dynamic data will allow a
reduction of the uncertainty factors used In defining the vibroacoustlc
environments. This wlll eliminate overly conservative te_t levels, and reduce
test failures, schedule slips and cost impacts.
!
i The most severe vlbroacoustlc environments occurred during llftoff but some
i frequencies were dominated by acoustic discrete tones during transonic flight.
I The acoustic environment in the bay was uniform except for the areas near the _ _
bay perimeter. Higher levels were also measured near the payload bay doors
and on the large Spacelab module.
i The average payload bay acoustic level at llftoff of the first 5 flights was
! 132.9 dB overall (OA). When the microphones mounted on payloads are
!
considered by themselves, the level is 131.8 dB and there is less scatter in
the d_.ta. Acoust$c levels were highest and had greater scatter at the bay
! perimeter. Average perimeter levels for the 5 fllghts was 135.3 dB. Discrete
acoustic tones from the pressure equalization vents were slgnlflcant in
loc llzed areas of the payload bay. Multiple discrete tones from the pressure
• equalization vents were present at frequencies from 280 Itz to 340 Hz. The
t one-third octave band level of the discrete _ones was as high as 134 dB at thebay sidewall onST3-2. More generally, the level was 128-130 dB at the bay
perimeter and was mu_ less Intense at the pallet payloads.
Some flight data indicates there are higher localized acoustic levels around
large payloads. The only pallet data on the first five flights which
demonstrated a definite payload effect was measured between th_ payload bay
wall and the orbiter bridge fitting. This was further substantiated on 8TS-9.
2
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Acoustic data on Space Lab shows a definite increase In acoustic levels for a
Vibration environments on the pallet at its attach points were well below
those at the orbiter payload support structure. Vibration on the pallet sill
, trunnlons was as hlgh as 0.02 G2/Hz for the first 5 flights, whale levels on
the orbiter slll longeron were 0.1G2/Hz. Measured keel orbiter fitting
vibration was as high as 0.02 G2/Hz. The highest levels were seen on pallet
experiment shelves. Levels there were as high as 0.2 G2/Hz at 320 Hz.
! Small payload acoustic predictions agree well (within +_2 dB) among the
! contributing organizations. Various payload acoustic environment prediction
methods used by each contributing NASA and industrial facility and opinions on
how to predict large payload environments differ widely. Some centers do not
account for large payload influences. However, among centers that do account
i for large payload effects in the local acoustic environment, predictions
generally agree well. Most methods for pred_tlng acoustic environments
involve averaging of all or a specific portion of the microphone data.
Probability levels and flight to flight variability are typically added to
the mean levels. Another method is to envelope all _he data in the payload
_ay. PACES (Payload Acoustic Environment for Shuttle), a computer code, is
,_ also available for predicting large payload effects.
2.2 Low Frequency Vibration
The loads or low frequency vibration environment is, in general, dependent on
the dynamic characteristics of the coupled payload/launch vehicle system and
the frequency content of the external forcing functions. The objectives of
flight response measurements in the low frequency or loads regime differ from
the objectives of the vlbroacoustlc regime. The former aims to define
instrumentation for the veriflcat_on of methodology, while the latter alm_ to
define the flight environment statistically.
In l_ght of these objectives, the low frequency (0-50 Hz) response data is
examined in two areas. First, the degree o£ repeatability or fllght-to-fllght
variation of the responses are studied. For nearly identical systems, such as
STS-2 through STY-5, repeatability is an indication of the variations in the
forcing functions. Such data are valuable In establishing realistic forcing
functions for future missions. Next, the flight responses are compared to
analytical predictions, specifically upper bound and nominal design cases from
preflight analyses as well as analytical predictions from post-flight
reconstruction analyses. The accuracy and adequacy of the existing flight
data are discussed and recommendations for future acquisitions are made.
Low frequency response measurements made on STS-1 through STS-5 varied in
number from 9 on STS-1 to a total of 33 on STS-3. These data were mainly
utilized to assess the adequacy of the load prediction process in only the
overall sense. Few, if any, detailed analyses were performed for such an
evaluation. In making such assessments it is important to examine the
accuracy and adequacy of the flight datL For the purpose of evaluating the
loads methodology, the existing data had limitation in frequency response.
3
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Furthermore, some of the payload mathematical models did not have the fidelitydesired for such an evaluation. It should also be noted that flights STS-2
through STS-5 _rried relatively light payloads; thus the data obtained from
I these fllghts are not necessarily representative of future payloads which will
_I be heavier.
J
_t Given the above limitation, the loads data can be summarized as follows. The
I overall responses measured were generally wlth._n predicted levels for llftoff,
landins, and the various quasi-static events. For liftoff, the Solid RocketBooster (SRB) ignition rather than the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSHE)
t ignition produced the peak accelerations. Most landings were relatively
J benign due to low sink rates. STS-3 was an exception and resulted in some
predictions being exceeded. Sig_iflcant repeatability was observed in the low
"_ frequency responses at liftoff up to about 10 Hz. An apparent lack of
correlation between flight and analysis was observed at frequencies between
10-50 Hz. Responses at 3 Hz were apparently underpredicted.
The above observations are deliberately stated as apparent since there are
limitations in the frequency response of the flight data.
In general, improved correlations between analytical predictions and flight
data are needed to achieve the desired confidence in the ability to predict
the flight loads. It should also be noted that this problem has been
recognized by the launch vehicle community and that efforts to correct this
are under way.
4
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The STS vehicle and dynamic instrumentation configuration, Instrumentation
_Ji locations and dynamic data system errors for the data in this report are
discussed In the following subsections.
3.1 Launch Vehicle ConflEuratton
The STS conflEuratton for the data taken during the ftrat 5 flights and flight
9 t8 aummaPlzed in the Table 3-1 below (Reference 7). All payload pallets on
these flights were of the type developed by the European Space Agency (ESA),
except for the Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) pallet. ,
Table 3-1. Launeh Vehiele Configuration i
ii , STS , STS I STS , STS , _
I 1 I 2-, I 5 I 9 I i
- ia. OV-102 vehicle X X X X
b. Launoh from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) X X X X
: c. No thrust augmentation X X X X
d. Full thermal radiator panels X X X X
:!
il e. Payload bay vents open at all tames X X X Xt. Payload bay wlth ESA pallet payloads X X X
i
gi Payload bay with DFI pallet payload X X X
h. Payload bay with DFI pallet and
TELESAT payloads X
t. Large diameter payload X
3.2 Flight Data System
Shuttle dynamic instrumentation For STS-1 through 5 and 9 consisted oF
microphones, low frequency accelerometers and high Frequency aoeelerometers.
i[ The number and location of STS microphones and accelerometers were unique for
each shuttle flight. These transducers were part of three separate data
recording systems: the Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI), the Dynamic,
Acoustic and Therm l Environment (DATE) instrument tion and instrumentation
installed by MSFC. The DFI system was used on each oF the l trst Five flights
of the shuttle. DATE measurements were taken on flights 1 through 5 and MSFC
measurements were taken on STS-9.
Payl_,h_ hay microphone locations for the first 5 flights are illustrated In
FIKUPO8 A-I _._,,_h A-q In the appendix. A_endlx Figure A-5 shows the STS-9
microphone locations. High Frequency accelerometer locations on payloads and
5
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4. +hA nAvlnad hAv mrs shown in the an,ronriate vibration data vlot-_. DFI low
....... _ --v ..... w - - -
frequency accelerometers are shown in Figure A-6. The numbers of DATE, DFI
and MSFC accelerometers and _icrophones on each flight are summarized in
Table 3-2 below. A further breakdown o£ the low frequency accelerometers is
g/yen by flight in Table 3-3. A listing of the tranducers on each flight may
be found in Tables A-1 through A-8, in the Appendix (References 1 through 5).
No acoustic data has been taken in the forward one-third of the payload bay
except for the forward bulkhead microphone.
'l'able3-2. S'_ll=gaen_U_Suma.,'y
I DFI Low I DATE Low J DATE Mid I DFI I DATE J
FliEbt I Freouency i Frequency I Frequency I Micro- I Micro- I
[ Accel- [ Accel- [ Accel- [ phones [ phones [
I erometers [ erometers [ erometers [ [ [
1 9 0 0 4 0
2 9 10 8 _ lb,
3 9 16 111 4 8
4 9 16 !ll _l 8
5 9 16 0 _, 7
l ILOW Frequency IMid Frequency I l
ISpacelab lAccelerometersIAccelerometersl Microphones l
I 1 I I 1
I 9 I 29 I 31 I 3 I _.
I I I I I -
DFI Instrumentation
Installation and calibration o£ the DFI transducers was the responsibility of
JSC. DFI channels were recorded on the Ascent Recorder and the Mission
Recorder. Most of the DFY data channels were allocated to monitoring the
orbiter structure and subsystems. There were only 4 microphones internal to
the bay and 9 low frequency acoelerometers at the aft bulkhead, sill and keel
longerons. The DFX aocelerometers and microphones for all five flights were
mounted at identical locations within the payload bay. The DFI microphones
were of the piezoelectric vibration compensated type and were installed at the
orbiter ba_ fore and aft bulkheads, the bay side wall and on the DFI pallet
itself. Internal DFI microphones were manufactured by Oulton Industries,
model _a_ber MCqq9-091-O03. External microphones were model number MCqq9-
0191-002. DFI microphone locations are given in Table A-3.
DFI low £reque_cy accelerometer transducers were manufactured by $unstrand, O-
Flex Model No. ME-qqg-0208. The sampling rate for these accelerometers was
6
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7 :00 =_les/_e_,_. The response was flat _o wig, his +_2_ from 0 to 1_ Hz, down
29_ (3dB) at 20 Hz, and rolled o££ at 18 dB/octave above that. Two of these
transducers were located in the crew cabin approximately on the vehicle
centerline measuring Y and Z accelerations. Three transducers were mounted on
the sill longeron, two on the port or left-hand side and one on the sta_-board
or right-hand side, all measuring Z direction acceleration. One accelerometer
_ was mounted to measure keel longeron Y direction response. The remaining
three measurements were made on the aft fuselage bulkhead recording the X, Y,
and Z acceleration responses. A detailed definition of the locations o2 these
transducers is contained in Table A-2 and Figure A-6_ and also in References 1
i through 5.
i |l J " !
STS PAYLOAD DFI D_T[EXPERIAtENI'I STRUMENTATIONOTHER
:!., NO, (P/L)' INSTRUMENTATION
t 0..LSHz 0..50Hz ]L,5-NHz
ORBITER ORBITER RESPONSE
INPUT O IN_,,ffTO OF
DFI P/L DFI P/L DFI P/L
,I
.. i i i : i i i
ii ' " ° .......
{
I
!
"r
w
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_A_E ins_rumentatlon
i! DATE instrumentation installation and calibration was the responsibility of
Goddard Space Fllght Center (GSFC). Both low and hlgh frequency
aooelerome_ers were used in the DAT_ instrumentation package. DATE
microphones were Endevoo model number 2510 and _ere vibration isolated. High
frequency aceelerometers were also manufactured by Endevco, model numbers
2271Aand 2271AM. The low frequency _nstrumentatlon flown as p_rt of the DATE
_I experlmen_ on STS-2 through STS-5 consisted of six (6) zero frequency (0-50
I Hz) servo-aocelerometers, modified Sunstrand Model 303B, and ten (10) crystal
vibration acoelerometers (1.5-50 Hz) Endevco Models 2271Aand 2271AM. DATE
Instrumentation locations are given in Tables A-4 through A-8.
Signals from the DATE transducers were recorded on the Orbiter Experiments
(OEX) wide band FM recorder. The frequency response curve of the _e_o
frequency transducers was flat to within+_2% to 18 Hz_ down 21% (2 dB) at 50
Hz, and 29_ (3 dB) at 60 Hz. The ch_racteristlcs of the crystal vibration
accelerometers were down 21_ (2 dB) at ; Hz, flat from 1.5 to _0 Hz, and down
29_ at 50 Hz. Post-fllght data processing consisted of low pass filtering,
either digital or analogue, and digitizing at 512 samp_.es/second. The filter
had a cutoff frequency, the 29_ (3 dB) down point, of 63 Hz. Table A-1 and
Figure A-7 snow the DATE accelerometers at the DFI pallet that were in
identical loeatlons for multiple flights.
Two of the flights, STS-3 and STS-5, carried payload-pecullar accelerometers,
(Table 3-3). The data obtained from this instrumentation has been included in
the DATE reports for the respective flight (References 3 and 5). GSFC had
responsibility for eight DC acoelerometers mounted on the OSS-I pallet on STS-
3. These accelerometers were Sunstrand Data Control Model No. 979-0138-001
rated at 0-50 Hz. The data was sampled at 200 samples/second and recorded
onboard in Pulse Code Modulatlon (PCM) format using a low pass filter, down
29_ (3 dB) at 50 Hz. Prior to on-the-ground data reduction, the data was
again filtered using a low pass filter, down 3 dB at 100 Hz. A detailed
I desoriptlon of these data is contained in Reference 8. On STS-5, three DC _ .:
' accelerometers were mounted on the Satellite Business Systems Corporation
(SBS) payload near the base at the PAM-D interface. These accelerometers were
Systron Donner, Model 4311A with a flat frequency response from 0 to 50 Hz. A
more detailed description of these data is contained in Reference 5.
i
! Spacelab Instrumentation!
I Spacelab instrumentation and calibration was the responsibility of Marshall
Space Flight Center. Both low and high frequency accelerometers were used on
Spacelab but only the high frequency data will be discussed in this report.
Hi_ frequency accelerometers and microphones wore sensitive f_.om 20 to 2,000
Hz. A more detailed discussion of the MSFC-Installed instrumentation is
beyond the scope of this report.
J
!
]
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Errors _enerally associated with dynamic transducers include errors in
frequency response, sensitlvlty, distortion and calibration. The overall data
system and reduction error is estimated to be ±I dB for both accelsrom_;ters
and microphones. There are other sources of error that are peculiar to the
shuttle Instrumentatlo_ Some error in the DATE microphone data may resvlt
from the interaction of the microphones and their Isolatlon system. DFI
microphones at the fore and aft bay bulkheads are housed in partlal
enclosures. These may interfere with the pressure field near the mlc..ophone.
In addition, several of the microphones are in close proximity to orbiter
surfaces and may give rise to pressure doubling type effects at the
microphone. If only payload microphones are considered, these surface effects
are minimized. These errors, detailed in Table 3-4, are more fully explained
in Reference 9. These errors do not necessarily apply to Spacelab data
systems but probably represent a close estimate of the errors for that data as
well. Low frequency accelerometers which do not measure the DC component
indicate an erroneous response at the initiation of a transient event such as
llftoff and landing.
+
In addition, none of the acoustic data above 1000 Hz is considered valid.
Some time histories in the DATE reports show the level above 800 Hz increases i
with Increaslr_ frequency. In fact, the data in most all cases are within 3
dB or less of the data acquisition noise floor. The rise in the noise floor
with frequency exactly matches that seen in the dat_ +
J
1
t
" I
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Tab2e 3-_. S13 BFmmlo Data System Errors
Transducer, Signal Conditioner and ?llter Clipper Bias Box
+ I
i I IPiezo-Elect ric IPiezo-Electric I Serve
•. I Error Sources iAccelerometersl Microphones IAcceler¢ ters
IFrequency Response':t _5% _5% .+_55
t I
+I ISensitivity +2% +-2% +--I.3%
I
IDistortion and
Non-Linearity +_2.25% +_2.25% _+0.05%
+_ IGaln Instability +_3% +_3% _+0.75%
J
•_ Calibration _+6% _+6% --
J
_ FM Multiplexer and
Tape Recorder --+I.9% _+I.9% +I. 9%
System
i
Subtotal Estimated I
Root Sum Squ_re I I
Errors l +__, I% +__9.I% l +_5.6%
Estimated Data I I
_duct_on Errors [ I
not included in I I
sub total I _-1:12% +I2% I ±12%
• t I
I I I
Total Estimated I I I
_oot Sum Square I I I
, Errors I -+15.1% - I dBl +15.1% : I dBI +-13.2% = I dB
I I I
*Maximum frequency response error is observed at the h_h frequene_ end of the
spectrum for all systems and at the low frequency end of the spectrum for
pie_o-eleotrlo transducers+ Frequency response error_ can increase if the
data is used to the -3 dB frequencies on the response curve. The response
error at the flat portion of the frequency response curve is _robably on the
_ order of _+1%.The transducer, a signal oondlt_,, _er, and filter clipper bias
box errors were measured as a _" _tem.
+.+'I
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4.0 DATA R]_CTIOM
Data from STS-I through STS-5 used in thls study are taken from GSFC DATE
i'I reports 002 through 006 (References I through 5), and STS-9 data was taken
from Reference 17. The DATE data reduction task was performed at two NASA
C nter . The low frequency vibration DATE data was reduced at the Jet
Propulslon Laboratory (JPL) while the high frequency vibration and acoustic
"_ DATE data were reduced at GSFC. Spacelab (STS-9) data was reduced by MSFC,
| but it was not DATE dat_ Acoustic data was reduced in the form of 1/3 octave
-._ band tim_ histories. Both low and high frequency random vibration DATE data
r was reduced in the form of acceleration spectral density (ASD) plots, snook
response spectrums and A_D time variant plots. These "water fall plots
l present the general character of the data in an intuitively meaningful visualimage" (Reference 6). Averaging times (1 second) are probably too long to
obtain useful spectral density values. Low frequency Spacelab vibration data
_| is not included in this report.
4
4.1 Acoustic Data Reduction
I
I
Acuustic data from the DATE reports were reduced in the form of I/3 octave i
band time histories by using an enalog RMS meter with band pass filters. A "
sample acoustic time history is seen in Figure 4-I. This time history
presentation was chosen over typical spectral analysis because of the
transient nature of tLe data. An averaging time of 0.5 seconds was used for
most of the time history data. Transien_ acoustic time history data has its
limitations and requires a systematic approach to develop acoustic
envlrnnments. A conservative but widely accepted approach is to envelope the
levels at each data channel with respect to time. All microphone acoustic
data was tabulated for each oi four significant flight events: Main Engines
, (at 20% thrust), llftoff, Transonic, and Supersonic. As an illustration,
Figure 4-2 compares the levels on STS-2 for each of _he_e flight events. The
data for these events was enveloped to obtain a "time envelope" for each data
channel. Therefore, maximum acoustic levels ir each one-third octavo band do |
not necessarily occur at the same time. DATE acou_t_: data above 800 Rz is !
considered "suspect" because of the high noise floor in the data acquisition ._
, system. STS-9 Spacelab data was also reduced hy MSFC in the form of I/3
octave band spectral plots by Fourier analysis of the time increment of the
maximum overall level of the liftoff event.
¢
4.2 Vibration Data Reduction
,I
Both low and high frequency random vibration data were reduced in the form of
acceleration spectral density (ASD) plots, shock response spectrums and ASP
time Variant plots. Averaging time of the "water fall, plots is probably too
long to obtain use_ui spectral density values. Typical acceleration spectral i
density data were analyzed over short time slices for times throughout the /i
shuttle launch event. These ASD plots were enveloped with respect to time
with the same technique as was used on the acoustic data to obtain maximum
vibration environments. Shock response plots were analyzeo for the major
transient events with dynamic amplifications of 10, 20 and 50. The low
frequency vibration plots range from 0 Hz to 100 Hz but thc value of the data
is limited. DATE data frequency response was flat only to 50 Hz. Above this
it rolled off at 18 dB per octave. The DFI low frequency acoelerometer
1985015585-028
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at 18 riB/octave above that. All low frequency FM data was put throu_h a ]ow-
"_ .passRut._._,=_-*__. ....._-..e_.__.,_......,,,_ cu_uf£ frequency of the filter was 63 Hz (see
References I through 5). No Spacelab low freqvency data is included Ir this
report. High frequency Spacelab vlbra_.lon was re4uced in the form of ASD
plots by MSFC similar to the method used in their acoustic data reductio_
%
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iiI 5.0 I_L.ICt_T DATA _a,I_AT"I_
i In general, the vibration and acoustic environments at liftoff (T - +3
t seconds) were the aoet severe launch env_ron_ent_. O'_n_ l_unch events with, j
Ii_ s_n_flcant hi_he_ fr_uency d,'n_l_ envlro_ents were _f,_'_ _}[_c_s at _0,
' rough burn_ "transonic" and .supersonic,_ Durin_ tranpcn_c _nd supersonic
flight, localized discrete tones from the bay _re_s_re eq-allz_.ion vents
_[l appeared in the acoustic environment in t_ 31_ _ _/5 oc_e_ b3_d_ -d_her
acoustic noise was measured around the perimeter _f th_ op_c_b _._ule
Indicating that larao payloads do e_use iocal£zed ac_u_tlo noi_ incr:.&_
Fllght data evaluation in _he loads or _.ow frequency _e_ne (0-_0 _) ie _Imed
at the verSfAcation of loa_ prediction metho_s_ _y _cez_ity_ th_s_ !cad
prediction methods must account for _light-to-fll_t v_r_tione in level _nd
frequency content. In practice, these varia_ions ere accounted for by a
series of forci_ funotlons. A measure of fli_ht-to-fl:._t variations of the
dynamic response data enables the analyst to ssses_ _ow representative and
, ultimately bow eonservatlve these _oroi_ functions _,m.
l
O_ the Orbiter events en_zed, only those wh!o_ produce substantial dynamic
l_a_t_ on the primar_ st,_cture, namely as_nt _nd la_di_, are assessed in
th_ i_ada evaluatio_. Data for the other e_n_s, such as transonic, maximum
_yn_alc pressure_ _RB burnout, SRB sepa_etlon, ,Rain en_,Ine cut-off, External
_!I Tank (ET) main roll transient, and r ,flout _ere generally 'separatiofl s gea_
_i_ fcund to bs _ore benIEn _nd are not included in this assessment. A complete i
set of these data _-s contai_e_ in _efer_nces 1 through 5. These references
' contain t_ne h_stor!es, response shook spectra, and power spectral denslties.
_ For purposes of est_l_s_l_£ flight-to-fl_ht variations, only the response
shock spectra_ u_lnE a _ai_ _,f _ = 20, will be examined. Data from ST3-1 is
not included since it is dee_ed not representative of _uture flights. These
, data are contained in Reference 27.
5.1 Acoustic Data Sue_a_T i
•_ The mean, _._inu_ a_d 97% prooabil_ty levels of all the acoustic data taken _n
_" the payload _ for ST_-! through S_'3-5 are Etven in Figure 5-1. The bay mean
level for the first flve flights was 132.9 dB overall. DATE acoustic data
above 1000 _ ._snot considered Eood data because of the hi_.h noise floor in
: the data acqui_ltion system above 80C Hz. Any acoustic data plotted above
i 1000 H_ was extrapolated i_nea_ly from the rest of the spect-um.i. Probability leval_ for the data _ere obtained by adding the mean level to the
stand_u"d d_a_lon ti_es an appropriate fact, or. For example, 2 sigma added to i
the _ean rep_e_e_ the .97 probability l_vei for a data set _-_th Oaussian I
distri_u_lon. _or small da_a sets or ones _hich m_ not be exactly Oaussian i
in nature_ it 15 appropriate to _ay the probability le_'_i was approximately 1
•97 for the, mean plus _ sigma value. A cen_idence irte_val describes _he i
_robabillty that the .97 probability level act_liy i_es w._thin a prescribed
_toleranco band, about the .97 probabl!_ty. Homey-r, es_!motion of confidence
interTels requir_ lares amounts of data a_td could not be estlmate6 fro,. the
$TS date set.
Figures 5-2 and 5-_ compare the means and the m_lmum levcln for the perimeter
microphones and _hose on pallet payloads for 3T$-_ t_rough STS-5. The
perimeter microphones _re those _unted on or a_jacent _o the orbiter payload
_5
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bay sldewails or bulkheads. The perimeter mean level, 135.3 dB overall (OA),
was 6-8 dB higher than the payload mean levels, 131.8 dB OA, throughout much
of the frequency range. The perimeter maximum levels were 10 dB or more
higher than payload maximum Ac-_e!sthroughout the frequency spectrum, except
between 100 and 200 Hz (Figure 5-3). Over this narrow frequency range the
spectral level difference was only 4 dB. Figure 5-q indicates that the
standard deviation ( ) at the bay perimeter was also greater in general than
for pallet payloads, particularly at lower frequencies. The small variance of
the payload acoustic data indicates the acoustic environment in the bay was
diffuse except for the perimeter of the bay. The standard deviation at the
perimeter is biased, by an unknown amount, to the _ locations that were on all
5 flights. The .-eatter on a given flight was also much greater in the
perimeter than at _he payloads and it closely followed the standard deviation
curves o£ Figure 5-4.
On this basis the payload bay may be divided into distinct pallet or small
payload and perimeter regions. The payload bay microphones for ST3-I through
STS-5 are categorized in Table b-, L_low by region and filght. The contour
plots of Figure 5-5 lilu_t _.tethe size and shape of the acoustic zones with
small payloads or an empty bay. Tl_econtour delineates the region of the
diffuse acoustic field and the r -v perimeter for small payloads only. The
contours on the right were tj_ie_ for all flight conditions and frequencies
except Curing llft oft Qetween 50 to 400 Hz. In this frequency range there
was also a higher incenslty noise f+eld 'elow the payload bay doors as seen in
the left contour plot (Figure 5-57
i Tsble 5-1 KtoPo_o.e bgion Ca_
+
J Perimeter I
' Microphones I Pallet _ayload Hicroohones!
I
ISTS 1,3-51 STS-2 $TS-I I $TS-2 I STS-3 I $TS-4 I STS-5
l
9219 J 9256 9220 9220 9220 9220 9220
I
9403 I 9255 9252-54 9231-34 9275-81
I
9405 I 9219 9257,58 9275 9275-79
i
I 9_03 9275-81 9281 9281
I
I 9_05
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w_he mean and maximum perimeter levels for Flights 1 through 5 are shown in
Figures 5-6 and 5-7, respectively. The mean, 97_ probability and maximum
levels for all perimeter flight data for all 5 flights combined are shown in
Figure 5-8.
Flight to Flight variation is best indicated by the scatter in the perimeter
mean levels (Figure 5-7), beeeuse these microphones were present on all _he
' first 5 fllghts. The ensemble of the perimeter flight mean levels in Figure
5-9 had a general scatter of _+ 1.5 dB throughout the spectrum. The scatter of
e maximum levels is +_2 dB below 150 Hz (Figure 5-7). Above 150 Hz the scatter
of the maximum was +_2.5 dB. This is because flight 2 had unusually high
levels above 150 Rz at the bay perimeter (Figure 5-7). The standard
deviation, however, was smaller above 150 Hz as seen by comparir_ the maximum
and the 97_ curves of Figure 5-8.
Higher acoustic levels near the bay doors were measured at ltftoff on STS-3
(Figure 5-I0). These door levels were 2.40 ((99Zprobability level) above
the small payload mean. Although the data is from one microphone on the OSS-I
pallet, it appears that the environment near the doors is characte;_istlcally
higher than the general payload level. Higher levels near the payload bay
doors were predicted prior to the first STS flight (References 10, 11 and 12).
The noise level between the CAST-1 (STS-2) pallet outer surface and the STS
bay bridge fitting plate was much higher than the paylo&d mean level (Figure
5-11). There is approximately 38.1 centimeters (15 inches) of space between
the pallet outer surface and the bay side wall. A payload of a q.27 meter (14
foot) diameter would have the same amount of space between itself and the bay
slde wall. The data between the pallet and sidewall may give an indication of
what localized acoustic levels can be expected for large diameter payloads.
Spacelab module acoustic data (STS-9, Reference 17) also shows levels well
above those measured on pallet payloads (Figure 5-12). In fact, Spacelah
module levels exceed pallet sidewall levels between 60-S00 Hz even though the
Spacelab module diameter is only 4.05 meters (1S.S feet). The acoustic levels
at the Spacelab tunnel (Figure 5-13) and pallet (Figure 5-1q) were comparable
to pallet levels measured on Flights 1 through 5. Therefore, Spacelab data
also indicates higher local acoustic levels for a payload in close proximity
to an orbiter surface. The high acoustic environment at the Spaoelab module is
probably a combination of a payload effect and of higher levels near the bay
doors. This payload effect was predicted prior to the first STS flight
(Reference 10). Xt should be noted that the Spaoelab A3D data w_ educed by
MSFC In a different way from the way the DATE acoustic data was _ _. _ed and
plotted (maximum 1/S octave band levels) in this report. The Spaceleb data
was reduced by Fourier analysis with l-second time slices. This difference
may result in some minor dLscrovancy when comparing the DATE date with the
Spacelab acoustic data.
b.rir_ transonic flight, a discrete tone of up to 1SZl dB at $15 Hz appeared in
the shuttle bay acoustic environment, at microphone 9256 near a pressure
equalisation vent (Fi&_re 5-15). This level was measured on STS-2 between the
pallet outer wall and the orbiter sidewall near the bay perimeter, but this
microphone location was not repeated on subsequent flights. Fcr the other
17
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flights the discrete tone ranged from 128 dB to 130 dB at different microphone
Iv_tlc_°.-_-_ ,_i_.... t.one is the result of cavity resonances at the bay pre-Jsure
f °.A v.equalization vents during transonic and supersonic fllgn_. The mean I_,_I ^_
this discrete tone was 12 dB lower at the pallet payloads than foe the
perimeter (Figure _-8). Thus the discrete tone can be treated princ:Lpally as
a localized effect for payloads near the pressure equalization vents.
High resolution analysis of this discrete tone revealed that there were
actually multiple discrete tones in two groups in the 315 Hz I/3 octave band.
One group of discrete tones was centered at 295 Hz while a second group was at
320 Hz. Different spikes that existed at the same moment may have been
produced by different pressure equalization vents. As Figures 5-16 and 5-17
snow, the frequencies of the discrete tones shifted upward with time (i.e.,
with roach number). This behavior is characteristic of fluctuating pressure
discrete tones produced by aerodynamic resonances within a cavity in an air
flow. The noise intensity at each vent is, presently, unknown and will depend
o_ the direction of air flow through it during transonic flight. Some vents
ingest air, while others expel it from the bay.
A second low level discrete tone at 120 dB overall was seen in the aft
bulkhead acoustic datL The discrete frequency, 630 Hz, matches the Auxiliary
Power Unit (APU) pump frequency which is mounted to the aft bulkhead. No high
frequency vibration data was taken at the aft bulkhead so the intensity of the
vibration at 630 Hz is unknowm
5.1.2 Payload Acoustic Data
Payload mean levels for each flight are seen in Figure 5-18. Payload levels
were derived using only the microphones in the payload region defined in Table
5-1. Flight to flight variation of the acoustic environment at the pallet
payloads is apparent in this plot. The scatter about the flight ensemble mean t
level was +_1.5 dB below 80 Hz and +_1 dB or less above 80 Hz. Scatter in the i
composite maximum levels anywhere in the payload bay was _1.5 dB to _ dB
(Figure 5-19). The mean, 97_ probability and maximum payload levels for all
payload flight data com_4.ned are given in Figure 5-20. Mean and various
p_obability levels (90, 95, 97.5_)of each flight are given singularly in _
Figures 5-21 through 5-2q. Figure 5-25 shows the same probability curves for
all the payload flight data.
5.1.3 Aft Flight Deck Acoustics
The measured acoustic data in the aft flight d_ok, the cargo area of the crew
cabin, were low and were not evaluated in detail for this report. For the
readers' convenlcnce, the acoustic interface environment specified in
Reference 13 for the aft flight deck is shown in Table 5-2. These specified
levels envelope the measured flight data.
|
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Table _-2. Aft Fltght neok l_tl@ Hnvlmment
Sound Pressure Level
1/3 Octave (dB re 2 x IO'5N/m 2)
Band Center ........--
Frequency Lift-Off I Aeronolse(Hz) ....................
5 Seconds/Flight Jl0 seconds/Flight
31.5 107 99
40.0 108 100
50.0 109 100
63.0 109 100
80.O 108 100
100.0 107 100
125.0 106 100
160.0 105 99
200.0 104 99
250.0 103 99
315.0 102 98
400.0 101 98
500.O lO0 97
630.0 . 99 97
800.0 98 96
1000.0 97 95
1250.0 96 94
1600.0 95 93
2000.0 94 92
93 91 _--2500.0
OVERALL I 117.5 I 111
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Figure 5-1. Payload Bay Acoustic Level Statistics for A_11 Bay Microphones
STS-I Through STS-5
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Figure 5-2. Perimeter and Payioad Region Average Level Comparison Average of
Y_aximtLm Time Envelope Levels for Each Microphone
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Figure 5-6. Mean of Acoustic Time Envelopes for Each Flight's Perimeter
Microphones
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Figure 5-12. Spacelab Module Externa_ Acoustics vs. STS-2 Through STS-5 Pallet
Envelope and STS-2 Pallet Side Levels
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Figure 5-20. Acoustic Data Time Envelope Statistics for Payload Microphones, All
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Figure 5-21. Acoustic Data Time Envelope Statistics for Payload Microphones
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Figure 5-22. Acoustic Data Time Envelope Statistics for Payload Microphones,
STS-3
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5.2 Vibration Data BUleary
5.2.1 Pqload Bay Vibration
High frequenoy vibration data was obtained on the orbiter lonKeron pallet
trunnIons, pallet shelves and pallet hard points (Roferonoes 2, 3 and 111).
Open d_eaomtnatIon of this data wu oontinod to ,.qTS,-2and 3. Bocaues of the
small _£se of the data base, the vibration data For the various types of ST3
and payload st_uoturo were enveloped fo_ presentation. Vibration data plots
and aooeleronste_ looations From Reforenoe 1_ are shown in Figures 5-26
throuslb 5-38. Aooelerometer looattons were olesstfied on STB-q and were not
available. 1leo, no high frequonoy DaTH aooelorometer8 were on 3TS-5. A
t_lter bandwidth of 10 Hz wan used For the aooelerometer 8peotral density data
reduotion. Consequently, data below 80 H9- is sub Jest to errors oaused by
small numbers of data samples.
Vibration For small lonKoron-mounted payloads, mush as the Get Away _peolal
i_ii oannIsters, is shown In Figure 5-26. These levels exoeeded the preflight
pre_LtotIon level For the lonKeron vibration orlteri8. The maximum measured
levels from 3 d_reotions are shown on the me plot, along with the pretlJj_ht
_:, lonpron orltaria, ks a result, the oritarta of the payload oriteria lnterFaoe
_[ Control Doounent (ICD) gore revlesd to those in Figure 5-27. Vibration levels
'_ t morose the _FI trunnions were attenuated 10 dB or more at most trequenoIes
oomps_ed to the lonKeron vibrattoL Three ax_8 levels at the DFZ trunnion are
,,_ shown in F:LI_ro 5-28. FiSur s 5-29, 5-30, and 5-31, respeo ively, oompar the
longeron vibration In the x, y, and z axes to trunnion vibration on the
payload side. The x direotton vibration at the pallet trunnion was nearly
£denttoal to the lonKeron levels between 100 Hz and 400 Hs (Figure 5-29). Two
high-energy modes appear at the trunnion in the x axis at 140 Hz and 300 Hz.
Below 100 Hz and above qO0 Hz lonKeron levels were mush attenuated at the
pallet t,mJnnton. The same lifO Hz and 300 Hz modes that a_eared In the x axis
also appear In the y axis, with vibration at other frequ&noles being highly
attenuated. In the s axis the attenuation is similar exoept that modes
oenterod at 90 Hs and 180 Hs appear at the trunnion. Vibration at the DFI
pallet cantor (Figure 5-32) is about 10 dB below the levels at the pallet
trunnions. The pallet easter ks about 7 Feet From the DFI t_one.
Keel vibration ks shown An Figure 5-33 For the y axis. Vibration was only
measured in the y axis because At wu the primary axis of oonstralnt and due
to Instrumentation limitations. Levels in the y axis are well below the
• ourrent keel vibration requirements. Keel levels in the z dAreotlon are
expeotod to be greater than For the y direction (ReFerenoe l q),
Vibration levels on the 02TA-1 and 053-1 experiment pallets were measured at
experiment £nterFaoes and shelves. Figure 5-34 shows the envelope of
vibration levels at pallet hard point/experiment Interfaces were generally
below .005 O_'Hs. The data of F_gure.5-3_ As an envelope of experiment£nterFaoo vibration measured on the 02TI 1 Materials Experiment ksesmbly (MEA)
shelf tntortaoe_ the 03-q-1 Thermal Can Base and the 3paoelab Cold Plats
Support 3truoture (CM) oomponent _ntertaoe.
'_ Figure 5-35 shove a vibration peak level on the 0._T1-1 pallet shelf that
reaohed 0.20"/Hs at 300 Hs during transonto Flight. This shelf response
ooIno_d_s wtth the vent aooust£o exoItatlon trequenJy. The response was also
present at lift off with a bro_der trequenoy ranse of response (100 - _00 H_).
q5
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Vibration on the OSS-1 cold plate edge (F_re 5-36) was as high as 0.04 02/Hz
_ For a peak at 170 Hz but was generally below .01 OE/Hz. Bracket vibration I
_ (0.01 O2/Hz) on an O33-1 experiment support Is seen in Figure 5-37. All of i
I these pallet levels are payload peculiar and depend on the design and mass of jj i
_:_ the pallet experiments.
_ Host Flight vibration data indicated that payloads are responding more in i
* J Flight than in acoustic tests (Reference 1_). O_q-1 data shows more vibration
&_ response In tl_ht below 125 Hz For most aooelerometers. FiKure 5-38 showsthe difference between Flight and test response at the OSS-1 Spherical
_"I Retarding Potential Analyzer (SRPA) support bracket and ls typical of' the
r'_._ d_FFaeenoe seen at the other acoalerometers. However, the effect Is seen all
• across the Frequency ranks on the side of the cold plate (Figure 5-39).
Figure 5-40 shows the amount of extrapolation used to normalize the acoustic
test data to Flight levels. Note that there is a 2 dB difference in the
extrapolation depending on if the test acoustic level is taken From the pallet
microphones Instead of the test control microphones. The pallet microphones
" are in the sane location in the ground acoustic test and in Flight.
_" Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LNSC) data on a Department of Defense
(DOD) payload shows the same trend of higher vibration responses In Flightthan An acoustic tests (Befe_noo 16). The LMSC analysis shows higher levels
_ throughout the FrequencT speotr_n but the effect is accentuated below 100 Hz
_1' (Figure 5-_1). The dIFFereroe in ground and test Flight levels For the D0D
payload is shown In Figure 5-42.
-_ The dark datum line at 0 dB (Figure 5-ql) represents the normalized ground
test vibration r_sponse. The two lines of in-flight response correspond to /
,. extrapolations oF the ground response data based on the Flight average Sound _
Preasure Level (SPL) and then the envelope of the Flight SPL. A similar LMSC t_
analysis of t_e 0S3-1 data shows that In-Flight vibration exceeded ground test
vibration mor_ than in the _FC analysis For the same payload (FiKure 5-43).
Some data From Spaoelab have the reverse of the trend of the OSS-1 and DOD
payload data (Reference 17). The Fltgh; response versus acoustic test
response comparison From the Speoalab pallet (STS-9) in Figure 5-44 Indicates
that ground test responses were higher For all Frequencies (Reference 17).
Acoustic test rnsponse was extrapolated _o a 139 clB acoustic Input. The plot
of Figure 5-_4 is typical of the other Spaoelab data (Reference 17). However,
the Flight levels at the 1.3 meter rink (Figure 50q§) and _he tunnel Fan
housing Interface (Figure 5-q6), exceeded acoustic teat levels significantly,
as the OSS-1 and DOD pallet data did. These excesses were all below 100 Hz
and were only 20-30 Hs wide. It should be noted that ground test
aooalo_omoter locations were not duplicated exactly in Flight but comparisons
were made between aooelerometers that were _generally _ in the sue location.
Also, thermal Insulation blankets were not present du_Ing the g_vound acoustic
teats but were present In Flight. Data at JPL indicate that the absence of
thermal blankets should have little effect on the vibration response of ai largo test Atom.
"J The hJ4_er than expected FlIgh_ vibration envIronnent In the lower _,e_ue-nAe_
:1 (below approximately 125 He) is likely to have been trans_ed .rein the
/; orbiter Itself, but the transfer Function Is still beln_ Investigated. The
_] cause of the discrepancy between the OS3-1 and DOD da_& set and the Spaoalab
.J
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vibrat£on response may be related to diFFerenoes in the anount ot
extrapolatAon appl£od to the ¢round vibration data. Also, dAFFerenoes in the
Spaoelab aooeler_neter looatlons durinK its g_ound aooustio tests and FIAght
oould have oaused 8ignifioantly different trends in the ground/flight response
oompe_inon. For this reason in pertioular, the Spaoelab data probably should
not be used in a riKorous study of the payload respons_ during flight v_rsus
ground aooust£o teat.
shook response speotra with dynaalo alplifi_ations of 10, 20 and 50 are given
For pallet p_yload struoture in FIKures 5-q7 through 5-53. Those speotra a_e
tine envelopes of the shook response 8peotra of ReFerenoe8 2 and 3. Launoh
events lnoluded in the envelopes are Spaoe Shuttle Main Engine (SSHB)
ignition, Solid Eooket Booster (SRB) ignition, SRB separation and External
Tank (ET) separation.
Shook response on pallets Fron the SSHE and 8RB iKnition events do not seen to
be severe for typioal 8paoe hardware. EeFerenoe 2 states, UVhile the low
Froquenoy r_sponao8 (below 50 _), partAoularly at liFtoff, are oharaoterAzed
as responses to transient inputs, the high Frequenoy responses would be best
oharaoterised a8 responses to a relatively broadband and reasonably stationer7
exoAtatAon. ThAn oonolusion is based on the Faot that the dlFFerenoe betveen
the 8peotra For dAFFerent danplng values As rather oonetant as a Funot£on of
it Frequenoy and on the observed ratio of the peak speotral values to the peak
value of the tAne history. • The shook speotra From the SRB and ET 8operation
lndtoate that the shook levels during these events were negligible at pallets
(EeFerenoe 2).
5.2.2 AFt Flight Data Vibration
The neasured vibration data An the aft Flight deck, the earKo area of the orew
oompartnent, were low and were not evaluated in detail For this report. For
the readers' oonvenienoe, the vibration interface envlronnent 8peolFied in
ReForenoe 13 for the aft Flight deok As shown in Table 5-3. These speolFied
levels very oonservatively envelope th_ n_asured Flight datL
Table 5-3. Art FlAght Desk V£bratAea
_elenenei_ei_ei_em_imeB emm_ewen eIOeB_eB malei_m m_ _ _ _
i
Frequea0._ I Level
20 - 150 +6 dB/ootave
150 - 1K .03 02/!_
IK - 2K -6 dB/ootave
Overall 6.5 Ohm
Durat£onz 10 seoonds/per axAs per nAselon
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Figure 5-26. Vibration Data for Longeron Bridge Fitting Mounted Payload
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Figure 5-27. Orbiter Longeron Vibration Criteria Derived From Flight Data
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Figure 5-29. DFI Payload Longeron and Trunnion Vibration Comparison in X-Axis,
STS-1 Through STS-3
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Figure 5-31. DFI Payload Longeron _nd Trunnion Vibration Comparison in Z-Axis,
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Figure 5-32. DFI Payload Pallet CeNter Vibration
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Figure 5-33. Orbiter Keel Fitting Flight Vibration Data
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,,j. _,.._i 5.3 L_ Frequency Vibration
_ _ The definition of the loads or low Frequency environment is required for the
design of the main load carrying payload structures. In general, the
:+: t frequency regime which Is or concern For primary structure is 0 to 50 Hs and
"'_ the methodology for obtaining design loads is deterministic rathe_ than
statistical. T_ae loads environment Is, in g_neral, dependent on the dynamic
.: _ characteristics of the coupled payload/launch vehicle system and the frequency
.-"' content of the external Forcing functions. The objectives of flight response
_/_ _ measurements In the low Frequency or loads regime differ From the objectives
of measurements i_ the vlbroaooustAo regime in that the latter a_ss to define
the flight environment 8tattsttoally whale the former requires lns_rumeutation
/ For the verification of methodology. The low frequency data evaluation is
_. summarized An Reference 31.
On STS-2 through STS-5 the payloads were relatively lightweight and several
dynamic response measurements were made in Identical locations on all five
Flights of the Orbiter Vehicle (or) 102 launch vehicle. The location of the
DFZ aooelerometers is shown In Figure A-6 and Table A-2. OF the DFZ
/- aooelerometers, the two in the crew cabin and the three on the aft bulkhead
I are considered to be physically Far enough removed From the payloads toprovide meanA_ful comparisons For flight-to-flight variations. Of the _ATEsupplied instrumentation, Four 0-50 _ measurem nts were common on STS-2 and i
STS-3. These measured the Input to the DFZ pallet on the Orbiter side and twill be used For an assessment of variations of the responses for these two
_ Flights. The DFI pallet bean centerllne _arrIed identical 1.5 to 50 H_
aoceleroneters on STS-2, STS-q, and STS-5. Data from these measurements will I..
_ be used to assess the vartatAohs An response For those three flights. The f_
DAT_ sensor locations at the DFZ pallet which are used to study flight-to- i'
Flight variation are shown in Figures A-6 and a-7 and Table A-1.
Flight-to-flight variations can be assessed for only four Flights, STS_2
through STS-5. The ST3-1 data must be excluded as being not representative I_
because, subsequent to the $T3-I Flight, _he launch pad was modified to
alleviate the vehicle response due to overpress_e. Some measurements From
. the _TS-2 through STB-5 flights cannot be used For such a flight-to-flight
comparison because of the effect of payload Impedance.
5.3.1 Low Frequency Response During Ascent
For purposes of analytical predictions the ascent event is considered to be
:_ one event enoonpusAng the Space Shuttle Hats gngins (SSHE) Ignition and the
Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) Ignition. For purposes of assess, ug Flight-to-
Flight variations these two events wall be examined separately.
5.3.1.1 Low Frequency Response During HaAs gngine Ignition
V'arIationaAn the r_sponae spectra For the crew aabin y and s directions For
• _5-2 through STS-5 are shown in _Agure8 5-5_ and 5-55, respootively. Similar
data For the af _. bulkhead response In the x, y, and z directions are shown in
_ Figures 5-56 through 5-_8. The above data has been d_ Awed From the DFI
aooeleroneters and Is valid An the Frequency range 0-111 Hz. The duration oF
_ the event aaalyzed hu been chosen to cover any appreciable dynamic response.
The tame Interval bounded varied From 2.8 aeooads for STY-2, q.O seconds For
8T8-3_ to 5.0 Noonda For ST8-_ and STS-5.
%
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i;! ! 5.3.1.2 Lee Frequency Response During Solid Rocket Booster Ignition
The response data From the Orbiter crew cabin and the aft bulkhead is repea_ed
for the SRB Ignition In Figures 5-59 through 5-63. Variations of response
measurements For 3T$-2 and STS-3 at the Interface of the DFI pellet on the
Orbiter side are shown in Figures 5-64 through 5-67. These data have been
derived From the DATE aooeleroaeters and are valid in the frequency range 0-50
Hz. Note that the data shown in Figures 5-65 and 5-66 r_pre_J_nt z direct, ion
r6sponses at the right- and left-hand side of the vehicle, respectively.
T_ese data a_e an indication of the symmetry of the responses. F_gures 5-68
through 5-?0 show _he var4atton of the responses of the DFI pe _et beam
oenterline for STS-2, $T$-_ and $T3-5 in the x, y, and z directions. The
latter data is obtained from DATE acoelerometers and is valid from 1.5 to 50
Hz. All SRB _j_nlt£on has been derived from 9 second intervals.
5.3.2 Low Frequency Response During Landing
For purposes of analytical prediction, the landln8 event is considered to be
one event encompassing the main landing gear touchdown and the nose gear
touchdown. For purposes of assessing flight-to-flight variations, the:e two
_ events are exanlnsd separately. Tn general, the landing event seems to havemore dispersion than ascent. OF the _Ave landings, $T$-3 had by Far the
highest response. It was a near l_m.4ot design load condition Only a _ew
represer;tattve response spectra r.re _own. The landing data from STS-q was
reduced treating both the main _ear touche )wn and the nose gear touchdown as
one event and hence Is not dtreotl) comparable with the other flights.
In general, all the landing events have been quite symmetrical, that. is, the
z-responses on the rt_ht- an left-hand side of the Orbiter were comparable.
5.3.2.1 Low Frequency Response During Main Landing Gear Touchdown
Response spo,-tra plots for the bulkhead accelerometer in the z-direction for
$T$-2, 3T$-_, and 3TS-5 are shown in Figure 5-71. These data are valid for !
the C-14 Hz region. The time Interval used was q.0 seconds for STS-2 and 3TS-
3 and 6.0 seconds For ST3-5.
5.3.2.2 r.ow Frequency Response During Nose Gear Touohdovn
Response spectra plots of the crew cabin aooalerometer In the z-direction For
3T$-2, $T3-3_ and -qT3-5 arm shown in Figure 5-7;'. These data are valid for
the 0-1q H= reK_o_ The time interval used was q.0 seconds for STS-2 and _T3-
and 6.0 seconds for 3TL 3.
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Figure 5-6S. Response Spectra, Solid Rocket Booster Ignlt_on, Aft Bulkhead, Z
Direction, Accelerometer VBI_A9436A
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Assessment of the unoertalnties t_z the shuttle dynamic environment is an
important Factor in predicting _he environments For a payload. These
uncertainties Fall Into two oatesortes: bias errors or effects which may be
predicted deterninlstically, and statistically Independent random variables.
BAn8 oorreotAoDJ, such as payload effects, are added directly to the mean bay
envAronlent. Spatial variations and Flight-to-flight variations are
statistically Independent random variables Important to STS acoustic
environments. The root sum of the squares of these Independent variations i8
added to the mean envelope. The errors in the data reduction and acquisition
are not known For the particular data reduction Facilities that reduced the
DaTE flight data and the errors may not be constant for each set of reduced
data. Therefore, data reduction errors for the DaTE data should be also
treated as statistically independent.
6.1 Spatial Bias Errors
Spatial bias errors arise From the positioning of nIorophoneJ In the non-
dlF_ue bay per_eter or small numbers of microphones in the payload bay. The ;:'
effect oF the non-dIf_se bay perimeter can be eliminated From the data set by
only considering the payload microphones. When this is done, the standard
deviation From the STS payload means are relatively small, Indicating a
uniform acoustic field For pallet payloads. Therefore, no spatial bias error
corrections are necessary when the payload microphones are considered by ,._
themselves. When the perimeter microphones are Included An an evaluation of _ _acoustic environment, the bias errors may become _mportant. Bias error _
predictions were made For STS-1 through ST3-3 by Bolt, Beranek and Newman _ A"
(B_M_) In Reference 19. Flight data (Figure 5-2) shows that the mean level of ...._
the payload microphones is 3.5 dB lower overall than those located in the bay
perimeter. This indicates that spatial bias errors can be significant in _
making payload prediction 8 If the microphone data 28 not carefully chosen. _,
,_{_
Some centers include the perimeter microphones w£th the payload microphones in _
acoustic predAotIons to add conservativeness to their environmental estimates.
6.2 Payload Effsots
Hodsl data and sons flight data (Figures 5-11 and 5-12) indicate that large
payloads can have a significant effect on local acoustic levels. The _ffeot Is
seen especially on the Spaoelab module (_.05 n (1_._ ft.) dia.) in Figure 5-
12. £ large payload As a high volu_e payload whose boundary extends into the
near perimeter acoustic effects. Studies by BB&N (Reference 10) sho_ that
payloads with a diameter greater than 60_ of the payload envelope can be
described as a large payload. For small payloads, the payload effect is '*
negligible except where a lares payload surface Is close to the payload bay
perimeter. The pallet payloads on 3TS-1 through 5 did not exhibit any
detectable payload offsets on the payload bay moan sound pressure level except _
between the outer pallet wall and the orbiter lonpr_n bridge fltt£_.
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In the low Froquenoy (0-.50 Ha) raKime the payload impedanoe has a strons
influenoe on the dynanio response. In ezaniaing repeatability the approaoh
taken was to oompars responses tha_ veto either (1) phyaloally Far removed
From the payloads, .thus minimising the offset of payload impedanoe, or (2)
looatod on an identAoal i_yload strum,mrs, sueh as the DFX paokago.
6.3 $1mtl_ VarJ_tAon
Spatial varlatlon An the aeouetio envlrcnnent sea be oaloulated dAreetly From
the data From eaoh Flight. Probability levels Fo_ the hay payload aeeustlo
envlroanent are given Foe eaoh of the First Five FliSht8 An Ylgurea 5-21
through 5-2q. Yaese gate ealeulated by adding the standard deviation (tAmes
the appropriate eosetaat) to the mean be7 level, a Oauaslan dAstributAon of
the aooustie levels An the hay gas assumed For the probability levels.
Looalt.qed areas, suoh aa near th _ payload bay doors or near the pressure
equalisation vents, may be higher than eta be expeoted From assuming a
striotly Oauasian distribution of aooustio levels. When the mean and
probability levels are oaloulated by oombining the data From the First 5
tltshtal. FlJ4Khl;-to-tl_ht variation oF the First Five rl_lr_ts is impliott An :,_,
the standard dev£ation. This has been done For the mean and probability I _.
lsvels in F_JIm5 5-25.
6.q Flaght-To-F1Asht Variation _-:
6.q. 1 AooustAo linvironmnt
Based on the perimeter miorophone mean levels, variations From Flights 1 !_
through 5 gere vithAn _ 1.5 dB For sash one-third ootave band (Figure 5-9). 1%++++_Flisht-to-tlight variation is aFFeoted by launoh drift From the launoh pad _ _ +."
exhaust ports and vehAele/pad eoaFAguration changes. However, these offset8 t
are lAMely to be 8mall. SAmos the 8T8 veAghs appr_lmataly 4.5 mAllion pounds I: _L_'-
and has a thrust to geisht ratio of approximately 1._:1, the inolualon of a !_
heavy p_yload (65,000 lbs) gAll not appreolably shanks the vohiole thrust to
weight ratio or launoh rise time. WAnd induoed drift inoreasea due to
inoroaasd launoh ge_ht/rise tams gill probably also be nql_ble.
aoous_ie environnsnts generated at the Vandenburg Launoh 3Ate (VLS) are
estimated to be slightly less than [ennedy 8paoe Center _ReFerenoe 20).
Later shuttles gall also have main eugiaes uprated to _09J thrust. Current
ST8 data oboes that the solid roskets dominate the launoh aooust£_
environment. Consequently, uprated mean shuttle engines gall only inoreano
the total launoh thrust a Fee peroent and gill not sAjniFioantly aFFeot the
total launoh aooustio power. .+
although shuttle vehiole to vehiole diFterenoes and other launoh ,,
oonF_auratAon shamans ar_ not antio_patod to s_4_tFloantJ_y _noroaas Fight to
£1Aght aeoustAo environments variations, this needs to be verArled.
I
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6.q.2 Log Frequency V£bratlo.-
By examining Figures 5-5_ through 5-70, an estimate of the bounds of
repeatabXltty san be established For 0V-102. For the main engine Ignition,
Figure 5-56 shows appreolable variation From Flight-to-flight in the x
dlreotIon at praotIoally all the system resonauoes, _.5 Ez, 5 Hz, 50 H_-, and
20 Hs. For the y dlreotIon (Figure 5-5_ and 5-57) the variations are also
appreo_able. The z _Ltreotlon responses (Flguran 5-55 and 5-58) show somewhat
better oorrelat£on, although even here at the aft bulkhead the response
speotra differs by a Faster "_,_2 to 3 at 5 He.
For gB t4_Ltton An the x direotton (FJsures 5-61 and 5-68), t.h.,._ e_ea.., ,._.._tty
ga reasonable up to 5 Hs, but seems to diverge above tha'., even ,_ one
dlsoounts the questionable speotral response For 8TS-ll oF Figure 5-6_. For
the y d_reot£on (F£Ktwes 5-59, 5-62, and 5-69) the variation between Flights
at 3 Hs and 5 Hs 18 approolablo, on the order of Faotors of 3 to _. The z
dtreotIon (Figures 5-60, 5-63, and 5-70) shows the ease trend, namely, good
repeatability For the s direotion but not as good repeatability For the y
d_r_otion.
It mm be oonoluded that in goner the repeatability For the SRB ignition is
better than For the SSMB ignition and that the y direotion had the worst
repeatability of the three dlreottons. The response in the y axis is the
lowest of the three direottons. The repeatability For the landing event
(Figures 5-71 and 5-72) is not very good in amplitude but is quite good in
Frequent'/ oontent.
In any event, these data Form a good basis For the start of a data base and
san be used, within the bounds of the Frequenoy limitations of the
sent, rouen, s, to deternine statistioal variables For the derivation of design
Fore, ms tunotton.
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I7.0 DII_qXC ENVIRON_INTAND LOADSPR_ICTIOE3 '
Vibration and acoustic predictions For payloads are dtsousaod An SeotIon• 7.1
through 7.3 beloe.. STS Flight loads data Is ooaparsd to an•lytioal loads _.
pr_d£otIon8 In SeotIon 7.q.
7.1 iooutte Predictions '_
Different m•thedoloKAes were employed by the DaTE Wo_kAng Group oontrtbutanK
oenters An predAotIng aooustAo envIronnent• For payloed•. Thongh prediotion
methods diFFer, envIronnental predlot£ono From the vartotus NASa, J£r Parse and
Andustriai oente_s For snail payloads are vary •AnAlIar. However, there 1• a
greater div•rg•noe oF opinion on how to predIot the eFF•ot oF a large payload
on the shuttle aooustIo envIronnent. _"
PredAotAon n•thods From sane easters part£olpatAng in DaTE do not Anelude
larks payload _fFeota at all. The Lookheed Missiles and Spaoe Company (LM_C),
aorospao• Corporation and Jot Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have n•de
prtKLtotAoas For th• •ano DOD payload that do aKree within _1.5 dB though _hey
vet• derived by different methods. The prediot£ons and _ethedologies •splayed
by the oent•rs pa_tloIpatlng in the DaTE Working Oeoup are summarised In the
Following seotlons along with the methodology used to derive the predIotIon. _%_,
Current predIotIons are also oonpar•d ;o the reoently _.ev£sod levels _'
speoIFIed In the _qhuttle Payload aooonmodations doounent (Re?_renoe 13).
7.1.1 J•t Propulsion Laboratory AooustIo PrediotIon
The method us•d by JPL to prediot shut_.Te payload aooustIo levels san be ..:_
summarised In the equation boise (R_?ereao_ _). The JPL aooustIo _
envtronnental predIot_n of Figure 7-_ for small payloads (with the large _-"_._"
payload oFF•st, Pn_ _ o dE) Is the bas_s £or this prediction. The s_ali i_,:,
payloed level wa_ _aned on the space dB ave_e st payload mAorophones For all ' " _
£1IKhts. This Is beeause a dP average Ia sore nearly Ic& normal. Other value• ,:
Fo.- _he ve-iables In the equation •_e noted below. Values for the
•:,_,aAnt_,_'.,_were oonee_v•tlvely estimated using the available STS data and M
enKinoer£ng _udKoment. Fl_ght to _llght variation was estimated From the
soatter oF the perimeter levels •bout the wall flightsw _erImeter mean levels.
Probability levels For the unoertalntlea were ao_ estimated, exoept for the
spatial variation, beoause the STS data base _as too s_all. Microphones In
the b_y _Aaeter wore exoluded to oaloulate the payload bay mean level, Pro,
For a small payload or smpty bay. Two times the standard dsviatton tram Pm
was o•loulat•d and the _oot •us oF the squares was added to the mean along
with the Flight-to-Flight variation and data reduotIon errors. Large payload
eFFeots, Pn, sere predioted by • oonbln_tAon oF the results From PACES
(ReFerenoe _JO)and perimeter Flight data° PACES As a oonputer oode t_.at As
Intended to predIot the eFFeot oF la_e payloads on the looal aoouatAo
environment. The sane value oF Pn _ _ned For large and snail payloads In the
prediction oaloulation_ r__%_ the maximum expeoted aooustIo onvIronnent, Is
loosely based on _he ._T . _oaOAIIty level o£ the spatial deviation f_on the h
mean, Pro. Pnax Is thonght to be ooaservatAve. _owever, sInee the probability
level oF the o_her _ooustlo envIeoanent uneertaIntIea oould not be derived _._
the STS da_a_ • probability level oould not be estimated For Pnsx.
9_
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Pmax • Pn + Pb \" P28 + p2f 1/2 ::
whore
Pmax • llayAmtm expeotad aooust_o environment.
-(
d
Pn • Mean envelope aooust£o env£ronnent For snail payloads From STS-2
through 3T8-5 Flight data, averqe in dB.
Pe • Data rnduott.on errors; 1 _.
Pb • Spatial bias error arising from non-representative positioning or
_mall number of m£orophonas; 0 dB,
Pp • Large payload diameter eFfeot; PACES plus perimeter and ore/vent
noise data (Figure 7-2).
P8 • Spatial ver£atton unoortatnty within the payload bay; 2 signs _F 20
payload Ltorophones, 97_ probabtl£_y (F£t_v_ 7-3).
PF = Fl_ht-to-tlJ_ht unoorta_nty; 1.5 dB (Figure 5-10) • ___._
PV = Veb_olo-to-veh£ole variation; 1 dB. _]
Vent noise For small payloads is aooountod For in Pm_ the mean _mall payload
1/3 sitars band level.. _.:
A prodtotton rot a payload with a large surpass near the payload bay doors is /_
shown In F:Lguro 7-_. Prod:Lotion3 1"or the same payload are also presented From ___S,,:-_'_P
Lookhead and the lerospaoa Corporation. The payload eFFeot, Pn, was Found by _e'.__,.i/'_ _'_':
envelop4n_, the results of a ._AC_S oomputer dnalysl_ and the _e tmeter data I_, _iron n_orophone 9256 (Figure 7-2), Microphone 9256 was ,_tween the piLSner; and :,;
/the orbiter sidewall. Vent noise eel not added to the JPL pred£otton beoause .-..8twFaoe8 OF _onoern were not no_ vents, _.-.
7.I .2 Lookheed Ktas_los and 8paoe Company aooustto Prddlotto_s _
!" •
T_# Lookhead Missiles and Spaoe Company (L_C) approaoh is to derive an average
small payload level and add to it various Festers to aooount _or unoortalnt_os
and payload offsets. LJLSCaooustto pradtottons For small payloads are shown
In Figure 7-1, roproduoed From BeFeronoo 22. The snail payload level is
derived by averaging all $TS-2 and ST$-3 data separately and tbon averaging
the two Nts of data. The level of 95J_ probability was Found and then varlotm
unoorta_nty Festers were added. The unoartalnty Festers £noludad Fight-to-
Flight vs_£at£on (3 dB), a oorreotton For removal IT the aft thermal radlatora
(1 dB), and a Forward to aft _radIent _orreotIon. A predtotlon FOl, a large
DOD p_yXoad was made wAtb an nddIt4on to aooount For an ao_ospan_£n_ payload.
Payload offsets are based on 1/_1 seals model aooustAo tests whAoh were
performed by BB&ll (_eterenoe I0), The result£nl; pred£otnd love', was speo£Fiod
without any smooth£q of the spootrum (Figure 7-_). Th_ prod£ot£on
oaloulatlon_ are sunmv.rlzed In Table 7-1. The predlotlon alKorlthns of the ._
fIbroaooustlo Payload Environment Predlotlon Systoa (_APlfP3) program
(Beferenoe 23) are also used extensively In LM$C vlbrst:Lon and aoouatIo
pr_Ltotlon8. -
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7.1.S Aerospace Corporation Acoustic Predictions
The current Aerospace acoustic requirement for DOD payloads is shown in Figure
7-1 (References 24 and 25). It was developed by enveloping a!l flight data
(STS-1 through 5) for microphones located elthin a 9 foot diameter. Three
dB's mere added to account for fight-to-flight variations and the resulting
curve eaa smoothed, a correction is added if _ the aft thermal radiators are
not _resent (±1.5 dB). A prediction f,r a large payload Includes a payload
effect added to this small payload level. The large payload effect correction
factor ehtch aerospace uses is given in Figure 7-5. The aerodynamically
induced dlsorote tone noise was adjusted for payload effects. Finally, a best
fit our_e vas used to describe the specification level for the large payload
(F_4_u'e 7-q). Figure 7-_ also shoes the JPL and LMSC predictions for the same
large payload.
7_1.q Rookeell International/Johnson Space Center Acoustic Predictions
an enveloping technique was applied to arrive at the empty bay ltftoff and
aeronotse environments from STS-1 through _, seen in Figure 7-6 (Reference
lq). No other factors mere added to the levels. The lift off levels were
smoothed to obtain the specification level _f Fi_ve 7-1. This level has been
adopted as a minimum safety requirement in the Shuttle Interface Control
Document (ICD 2-_9001) by JS_ (eeference 1S).
7.1_5 Goddard Space Flight Center Acoustic Predictions
The Ooddard Space Flight Center (6SFC) small payload level (Figure 7-1) was _.
based on a smoothed envelope of the 97.7S percent probability acoustic level _:_
and the vorst case average of the maximum levels d_ri_g transonic flight
(Reference 7). In the $15 Hz 1/S octave band, the worst case average of the
maximum levels was used. Pay:cad effects for large payloads are based on
smoothing and applying the general trend predicted by the PAC_S program
(Reference 10). This dsually means adding 2-_ dB to the entire spectrum, / i
depending on the oharaote_Istttos of the l_ge payload in quesf.ioD. "_/_i:"
7.2 Computerized _coustio and Vibra_ion Predictions
The Payload Acoustic _nvtronment for Shuttle (PACgS) Is a computer code which
predicts the tnTluenoe of large payloads on the local shuttle cargo bay
acoustic environment (Reference 10). The program was developed by BB&N (under
contract to _SFC) by using 1/_ scale model test results and computerized
prediction techniques. P_CES predicts the payload induced chan_es in the
acoustic envSronment in the air space around paylo&ds. The average change
etthln each subvolume surroundln_ the payload from the empty bay mean level _s
computed by P_CES. PACES is limited to seven &t_- space volumes or subvolumes
so that results are obtained tot gross areas of payload. PACES takes into
account payload size, the exterior acoustic enviromHnt _nd the anticipated
acoustic absorptivity. It is relatively easy to use and can be a useful guide
in trying to account for large payload Influences on payload bay acoustic
envirorments. PACES has been validated based on small payload shuttle flight
data only. A capability to estimate the variance o_ the predicted acoustic
levels wan recently added to PACES.
• , . . .
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q7.2.2 VAPEPS
VAPEPS (Vtbroaooustio Payload Environment Prediction System) is a data base
management and vibroacoustio prediction program developed by LMSC under
contract to GSFC (Reference 23). It is capable of storing large amounts of
dynamic test and flight data along with the attending structural
characteristics. Data is stored with labels and parameterized structural
information. Algebraic operations may be performed on the data as well as
making vibration predictions for new payload configurations. VAPEPS can
predict acoustic and vibration envtro_en_s for payloads on the STS or other
launch vehicles. Vibration predictions for str_otures can be made with VAPEPS
using _aasioal analysis methods, statistical energy methods or ext_apolations
by structural simlltartty.
Proposals are being developed that will establish centralized data base
management for VAPEPS. A center is also proposed to coordinate program
maintenance and improvements. Recently, a plotting capability has been added
to VAPEPS, thou_ its dootmentatton is not yet complete. Other ieprovements
to enhance VAPEPS utility and ease of use are being planned.
7.3 Vibration Predictions
7.3.1 Rockwell Vibration Prediction
The Rockwell International high frequency vibration environments were
developed by enveloping the lift off flight data (Reference 1_). Revised
levels for small longeron-mounted payloads are shown in Figure 5-27 (Reference
13). Keel levels (Figure 5-33) remain unchanged though existing keel
vib_atton deta is well below the oriterle (References 13 and 1_).
7.3.2 Aerospace Corporstton Vibration Prediction
The Aerospace Corporation high frequency vlbraSton enviro. _ents were developed
by enveloping vibration during all flight conditions.
Figure 7-7 shows the payload vibration levels for the longeron and bridge
fitting.
7.3.3 _FC Vibration Pred!_tlon
Baseline pallet p_yload vibration has been predict.d by GSFC by extrapolating
the ground acoustic test vibration _ata based on flight-measured aoountte
environments (Reference 26). Prediotio_ (Table 7-2) have been made for type
of struoture with pneral oharaote_istlos as outlined below.
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Table 7-2. BASELINE RAk_X_ VIBRATION E)RIROk_ENT CRITERIA
FOB SHUTTLE PALLET PAYLOAD SO,SYSTEMS FLIGHT LEVELS
FREQUENCY ACCELERATION SPECTRAL DENSITY
ZOME HZ O</Hz
Near P/L Trunnion:
1 20 w 125 +9 dB/oot
(All Azes)e 125 - 315 0.025 <10,000 lb PIL
315 - 2000 -9 dB/oet
Oi_s 3.1
Near P/L Keel:
1 20 - 100 +9 dBloet
(All Axea) 100 - 315 0.01 <10,000 lb P/L
315 - 2000 -9 dB/oot
Ol g_as 2.0
2 20 - 40 +12 dB/oot
(All Axes) 40 m 800 0.002
800 - 2000 -12 dB/oot
Ollr_s 1.4
3 20 - 40 +12 dB/oot
(/,11 Axes) _0 - 250 0.002
250 - 2000 -12 dB/oot
0A grim 0.8 _"
4m 20 - 125 +9 dB/oot
(Noraal) 125 - 200 0.10
200 - 2000 -12 dB/oot
0A gras 4.2
20 - 63 +12 dB/oot
(in-pl_-e) 63 - 200 0.001
200 - 2000 -9 dB/oot
Ol g_m 0.5
• 8urtaoe VeAght DensXt¥: 0.02 to 0.1 paX.
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I _Du/ini_ion
A zone is defined as a major area of the OSS-I payload in which
subsystems can be mounted. For the O55-I payload, the determination of a
partlcular zone in which a subsystem was mounted is based on the
i following descriptions:
t Zone I -- Payload primary structure within proxlm_ ty of the payload--
orbiter vehicle separation plane.
Zone 2 -- Payload primary and secondary structure (exoluslve of mounting
'i brackets) not included in Zone I.
Zone 3 -- Payload structures specifically designed for mounting of
i subsystems such as shelving, platforms, or brackets.
J
J
! Zone 4--Payload large surface area lightweight structures at outboard
areas which respond prlmarily to acoustic pressure forces.
7.4 Flight Data and Analytical Loads Predictions
There are two different objectives for comparing the flight data to analytical
predictions. One is to assure that the flight responses are below the design
conditions and to assess the margin of the design load to the flight load.
The other objective aims at the reconstruction of the flight conditions to
verify the methodology for the prediction of the dynamic responses. The first
objective is primarily the concern of the engineers responsible for the launch
vehicle performance. While the payload engineer is also concerned about
assuring that the design conditions envelope the actual expected flight
responses, the payload designer is also weight limited and hence is trying to
reduce the design margins, yet retaining a high confidence in these margins.
Both objectives require a statistical data base. The payload designer, facing
more stringent constraints than the launch vehicle designer, seeks a larger ._
data base in order to reduce the design margins and increase the statistical .....
confidence level. Since payload instrumentation is usually flown only for _J_
diagnostic purposes, and many programs consist of o111y one flight vehicle,
project offices lack the interest in post-fllght data reduction on successful
flights. The NASA Dynamic, Acoustic and Thermal Environments (DATE) program
provides a focal point for a well-coordlnated research program. DATE-type
instrumentation has been flown on STS-2 through STS-5 and these data have been
disseminated (Ref. I through 5), but very little has been done in the
verification of loads methodology. The available flight data will be compared
to pre-fllght design type levels as well as to post-flight reconstruction
analyses.
7.4.1 Comparison of Flight Data With Design Conditions
The primary objective of such a comparison is to insure that the flight levels
are below the design conditions in order to verify the validity and the
adequacy of the launch vehicJ.e model and the set of design forcing functions.
The subject of flight responses versus design load factors is discussed
extensively in References 27 through 29. Only a few representative examples
will be included here. These are obtained from References 8, 29 and 30. For |
_he llftoff analyses Reference 29 uses design cases L0933 through L09_3, which
have been updated using a 4 cycle overpressure wave. Figure 7-8 shows a
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oomr, extson of the response sCootra For the design oases with those obtained
From 3T3-2 thl_uSh 8T3-5 For the • direction u meutmed on the aft bulkhead.
It should be noted that the location of the analytical predictions (x =
1307.0, Y = 0.0, z = 261.0) differs somewhat From the locations of the flight
neasmrement (x = 129q.0t Y = 3.0, z = 296.0). Data obtained From a 10 second
liftofF time interval For the keel y response is shown in Figure 7-9. The
analytical prediction For these data are at Orbiter location (x = 979.0, Y =
O, z = 305.0). Flight data was recorded at (x = 979.0, Y = 9.0, z - 305.0).
Des_n levels Fer the s-direction are compared to Flight responses in Figure
7-10. These data are For the Orbiter left longeron during llftoff. The
analytical predictions are For a point at (x -- 863.0, y - -9q.0, z = q01.8),
while the Flight responses were measured at (x - 823.0, y = -100, z = q07.0).
All above response spectrum data was calculated with a &aim of Q -- 25.
Additional data comparing design levels to Flight data _or STS-5 at the PAH-
TKLESaT/Orbltar interface and the PAH/SBS interface are conta4ned in Reference
29.
For 3TS-3 the correlation comparison As based on the data provided by the
Ooddard Space Flight Center (References 8 and 30). These references summarize
the comparison for 8 aocelerometer locations on the OSS-1 payload. For
liftoff the analysis utilized the Shuttle Hodel H6.0 with nominal Forcing
Function L09093. For the landing the prediction used the same Shuttle model
with design _axAmum landing Forcing Function LBq070 for nose gear landing
contact at 11.0 Feet per second and LBq071 For symmetric main landing gear
contact at 6.0 Feet per second sink rate. These response spectkoa were
generated using a gain Factor of Q -- 20.
_
The locations of the eight QSFC accelerometers are shown In Figure 7-11.
Typical aooeleromater responses, each one in the x, y, and z directions For ._
points on the payload, have been selected For the comparison of the response
spectra For ltftoff. These comparisons are shown In Figures 7-12 through
7-1q. All response spectra have been calculated For a gain of Q = 20. Figure
7-15 compares results or post-flight reconstruction analysis to Flight data _
For the ma_n landing gear contact. Similar data is shown In Figure 7-16 For ......
nose landing gear contact. _':
The adequacy of the design Forcing Functions can only be grossly assessed by
examining Filpa._s 'T-8 through 7-10, wbJ.oh have been derived from Reference 29
and compare the flt_ht respoms from STS-2 through STS-5 with those obtained
using design Forcing Fun_tAo_ LO933 through LOgqS. These Figures show that,
An general, For the present 4ata base, Flight data and analysis, the design
Forcing Function appears to be conservative For all directions, especially
above 15 Hz. The exception is For the z direction (pitch) at 3 Hz where the
des_n Forcing Function is underpredAotinK the response.
However, no conclusion _an be drawn For the conservativeness above 15 Hz
benause the apparently low level Flight data in Figures 7-8 throws h 7-10 above
12.5 Hs Is beyond the practical digitizing limit (8 points per cycle) Imposed
by the PCH sample rate (100 samples per second) of the DFI System. To tJspliFy
this remark it should be noted that the OSS-1 data (Figures 7-12 through 7-1q)
show sl_nAFioant respoase abo_e 12 Hz.
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rThe underprediotton of the z response ls of concern to some payloads,
particularly those utlllz£nK larKe transfer stages which have resonances in
this reKto_
For STS-3 the no:*inal forotnK function, LO9C93, was used in the reconstruction
analysis. Typical results are shown in Figures 7-12 through 7-15 for SRB
ignition (taken from Reference 30). These figures _how that the analysis
_omewhat overpredloted the responses for all directions. The overpredtotton
Is more pronounced for the landing event, as shown in Ftgu_ee 7-15 and 7-16.
7.q.2 Comparison of Flight Data ¥tth Post-Flight Correlation
Ana&yses
The objective of such comparisons is to evaluate the load prediction
methodology. Such evaluation addresses mainly the fidelity of the launch
vehicle and payload models as veil as the forcing function. The furolng
function ls reconstructed from flight measurements such as pressure
transducers. In contrast to comparing flight data to design levels, this
comparison does not account for any dispersions in the forcing Functions. The
• post-flight correlation analyses aims at reconstructing the flight levels
:i using the best available data for a particular flight. Post-flight
correlation analyses have been perform_ for STS-5; these are documented in
Reference 29. Only representative examples will be presented here. These are
i the data f_om the three acoele_ometers mounted at the SBS/PAM-D interface as
I shown in Figure 7-17. For the correlation analysis the analytical forcing1
Function was based on measured STS-5 thrust buildup of both the Spa_e Shuttle
" Main En_nes (_ME) and the Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB). These reconstructed
forces used a q cycle overpressure wave which is also used for design forcing
functions L0933 and LO9q3. The amplitude of the nominal overpressure yam
reduced by a factor of 0.71 to discount for the dispersions of the design
crees.
r
I Response spectra data is shown in Figures 7-18 through 7-20 for SRB ignition
I The comparison shows that there is severe underpredtotton a_ 3 Hz for both the
x and s directions as veil as severe underpredtctlon of the response in the 20
I to 30 Hz region for the y direction. The response in the x and z directions _ _
above 10 Hz ls predlated reasonably well.
Based on the data available at the time o£ this report, it is concluded that
the forctnK Function and/or the structural model mtKht be conservative between
I 15 and 30 Bz. However, a larger data base is necessary for a further
assessment of this potential conservativeness.
The underpredtc_ed response near 3 Hz seems to be real, bu_ it could be
attributed to either the forolnK function or the structure model.
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Figure 7-i. Small Payload/_pty Bay Acoustic Prediction Comparison
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Figure 7-10. Response Spectra, Comparison of Design Conditions With Flight Data,
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Figure 7-16. Response Spectra, Landing, Nose Gear Contact +2 Seconds, OSS-I
Experiment, Z Direction, Accelerometer VO8D9284A
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Several studies related to shuttle dynamic environments are proceeding or are
being proposed to study aspects of the shuttle environments that are not well
understood. Studies are under way at GSFC, Rockwell International and the
Aerospace Corporation to determine the rsl_tive influence of the payload bay
acoustic environment and the orbiter payload bay structural vibration. Loads
_, and random vibration criteria will be updated as a result of these efforts.Data from STS-2 and $T8-_ InOioates that low frequency inputs (below 125 Hz)
to payloads from the orbiter are h_her than expected. This was determined by
comparing flight _)allet responses to ground acoustic test response. Lockheed
and Rockwell are also studying the frictional forces at payload trunnlons.
This will indicate how much vibration is transmitted through the trunnion in
non-load bearing directions.
Studies of the payload bay pressure equalization vent noise are being planned
by the Aerospace Corporation. A ,zest may be tested In a wind tunnel to study
the cavity reaonance characte_,-istics of the vents. Currently, Rockwell
International is studylng the feanabillty of closlng vents during iiftoff but
there are no definite plans to develop a fix for quieting the vent discrete
tones.
Hughes has tested a spaoec_aft in a reverberation chamber with localized
discrete tones and assessed the impact on a spacecraft structure. Lockheed
and the Aerospace Corporation are contemplating this type of simulation of the
vent discrete tones for future tests of the Space Telescope and Air Force
payloads.
Znstrumentation for payloads is being planned at a number of centers. GSFC
plans to take measurements on several NASA pallet-mounted payloads. The
Centaur upper stage will be extensively Instrumented on its first flight by
the Lewis Research Center (LeRC). Oallleo will have some instrumentation
added by JPL and the Uly_se_ Project (formerly the International Solar Polar
HtesLon) is being instrumented by LeRC. The Air Force plans measurements on
several of its payloads. To facilitate these measurements the Air Force is
developing a _ata recording system, the Orbiter Experiment Autonomous
Supportt_ Instrumentation System (OASIS). The Air Force has also proposed a
new data aoquisit_on system that will not require STS power. Payload bay data
recorded on OASIS will be documented in post flight reports and in summary and
conclusion reports by JPL.
There are plans to update the VAPgPS program by adding a data dictionary and
verifying its dynamic environment prediction methods. LHSC plans more
elaborate modelI_ of payloads, similar to that in VAPEFS, for vlbroaooustic
predictions.
Forcing functions for the transient loads analyses for both the liftoff and
landing event are being reviewed by both NASA JSC and Rockwell International
using flight data obtained to date. Revised forcing functions for 1£ftoff
will be released to the payload community in the near future.
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9.0 C_JaJNLX_B
9.1 Aooustio Data
The results From the aOoust£o data are summarized below:
1. The maximum overall mean aooustio environment For snail payloads, 132
dB, oaourred at 1LFtoFF. A Few frequenoles are dominated by transship
ae_ynnmAo noise.
2. The aoouetio environment overall mean level at pallet payloads was 13 dB
below the preflight J$¢ Volume 14 requirements. Measured levels below 125
Hz were nearly the sane as t_e original requirement. The JSC Volume lal
requirement has been revised on the basis of Flight data to 138 dB
overall.
3. The aoouotio environment Is relatively uniform For small payloads except
near the payload bay perimeter. In partioular, there seen to be higher
levels near the payload bay doors. "_:-:
4. The small pallet payloads Flown on 8T3-1 through 3T$-5 have negligible
e££eot on the looal aooustie environment. The exoeption is that higher
aooustio levels will exist where a payload surFaoe is near the bay
longeron bridge Fitting plates or payload bay doors. .-,
F/5. Large payloads may have a signiFioant eFFeot on looal aooustlo and
vibration levels. Data From gSL pallet outer side walls and the Spaoelab _ _-+._,,
show looal Anoreases in environments due to large payloads. Hodel data I
and analytienl prediotions support the oonolusion that large payloads pan ..'
inorease looal aooustio environments. _,
6. The payload bay aooustlo environments may be divided in_,o two t" ;_
oharaoter£stio regions at the bay perimeter and the bay Woore" region or
at small payloads. For small payloads or empty bay the payload region
extends nearly to the bay sidewalls. Mean levels at the bay perimeter
were 3.5 dB higher than at pallet payloads for Flights 1 through 5 and
exhibited a g_eater va_ianoe.
7. There are high intensity diaerete tones emanating From the payload bay
pressure equal_ation vents during transonAo Flight. Hultiple die_ete
tones are centered in the 315 Hs 1/3 ootave band. In general, these
dAaorete tones wail only influence payloads in the vioinlty of the vents.
The intensity at each vent depends on the direotion of ear Flow through
it during transship Flight. Some vents ingest ear while others expel it
From the bay.
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8. Flisht-to-fliEht variation was approximately -q.5 dB in each 1/3 octave
band for the first 5 flights. Configuration and launch site changes
could influence flight-_o-fllght variations, but these effects should be
small. Modal teats perforned by the AerospaQe Corporation show that
launch pad effects at 7andenberg should not be aignirioaut.
m
9. Other uncertainties have been determined for the vibroacoustio data base.
These uncertainties Include:
L Spatial variation, calculated as probability levels.
b. Spatial bias errors, negli_tble for payload microphones.
c. Data system/reduction errors, ±1 dB overall.
10. There As not total agreement among DATEWorking Group members on .bather
or not to make large payload acoustic environment oorreo_tons. Rowever,
among 3 centers that do account for payload effects, prediction :,e._,llta
agree well for a DO0 large payload. _!.:
9.2 _Igh Frequency Vibration Date
1. The most severe vibration environment ooourrGd during liftoff in general,
although in some oases the vibration environment was dominated by
transonic flight for certain frequencies.
2. VAbratAon_ at pallet trunnions are well below those seen at t_e payload
bay lonseron. Levels on the pallet experiment support bracket or hard
structure were attenuated more than 10 dB below pallet trunnion levels.
3. Requirements for small pa_'loads mounted to the payload bay longeron have r'_
been Increased because of higher than expected vibratior_
q. Vibration at the pallet shelves was the most severe measured on the
pallet payloads for ST3-2 and 3.
5. _ freqnsnoy shook responses were not severe on the first five fllshts.
6. Orbiter structure Induced _lbration may be higher at p_yloads than
anticipated below 125 Hz. The acoustic transfer function for ST8 payload
vibration is not well understood at this tame.
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9.3 Low Frequency Vibration Data
In the loads or lee frequency (O-50Hz) r_ime the worst levels were observed
duping llf_off and landing.
Generally, the responses duping llftoff were call below those of the design
load factors, as shown An Table 9=1, from Reference 31. A comparison of the
ooepoei_e shook spectra of the flight data for 3T8-2 through STS-5 (Figure
9-1) to the composite of the analytical oases shows that the excitation at the
h_heP frequencies £s oter-pred_oted and there is underpred£otion at the low
frequencies, speci_ioally at 3 Hz. The comparison in the x direction ks
someehat better than An the y and = directions. A comparison of the quasi-
static load factors measured An the first five flights etth payload design
requlreeents is shorn An Table 9-2. The landing conditions, sheen in Table
9-3, _e all below the _ealgn requirements. On $T3o_ the _andi_g conditions
sere near the J imlt. The landing load factors (Table 9-q) sere also gener_ly
beloe design values. There van a y response on the keel eh£ch exceeded the
design condition. The discrepancy beteeen the fil_tght data and the analytical
predictions at 3 Hz and An the 12-50 Hz teflon Is o1" concern to many payloads. ..,
Repeatability for 11ftoff appears reasonable Xn the x dtreotIor- up to 5 Hz,
but seeas to diverge above that. For the y direction the variation ks
appreciable. The z direction shove the be_t correlation for liftoff. In
general, for the lXftof_ event, At can be stated that the repeatability for
the 8B Ignition Is better than for the 3SHg lgnltton_
The repeatability for the landing event is not very good An amplitude but i_ f_'/'quite consistent An frequency content.
./
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ii • _rnTable 9-1 Maximum Load Factors for o_S Lift-Off from the
OrbiterLow-FrequencyAcctlerometer_
PRELIMINARY '_
tEASURf_I."fl: XeLI_TI011. MIECTIM FUGIITDATAII DESIGN ' "
IIUIIII[_R DESCIHPTIOK LOADFACTOII$ ' ',
8T8.18Tl!-_|_ 8TO.4iT8.5
1194,IULKKU0 IlK -F..10-I.711 -IJII .Ira -IJ7 -0214.2
IrJ4Ao43_ 071,KEEL llY 0.40 0010 0010 LI4 ILlS ,I.4 _ '
WI4AS4IM 1204.DIILKNF,AD IY 025 00_3 LIB 0.13 ,1.4K
EDLIAIdlTOAIn. LEFTILIIIEIION IZ U" _94 L_ _114 _
VlqAIEIA 171.NEITLHIEIION IZ U" LIO OH LTO OH ,2_
EI4AOLqlIA IN4._UI_NEU E I,TS° L_i L_ 035 U2 ,Z.S
"ellINZOA_EL_NATIOII!N 8TIHCAUSEII|T EEl_ OVEIIPKEUUIIILI_UNCNPAOIOmFIOArHDW|_EIIEIRAT_EPeONTOITS-F.
Table 9-_. ShuttleQuasi-StaticLoadFactorson STS-IThroughSTS-5
i •
PAYLOAD
8TS-1 8T8-2 8T8-3 81'8,4 S'_U..S REQUIREMIENTS
ASCENT
NX -2.92 -2.N -2.92 -2.93 -2.06 -3.17
NY 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 t0.4
NZ .0.0 .0.6 .0.6 -0.6 -0.0 -0._
....
DESCENT
NX 0.4 0.4 0._ 0.3 0.4 1.01
NY 0.2 0.2 _3 0.3 0.1 tO.SS
NZ 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.7 2.6
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• Table 9-3. Landing Touchdown Conditions in Shuttle Test Flights
CONDITION FLIGHTDATA
STS-1 STS,2 8T8-3 STS-4 STS-S
|-
•_ HORIZONTAL VELOCITY
AT MAIN iMPACT, KNOTS 189 196 233 199 202
MAIN GEAR SINK RATE, FPS 1 <1 5.7 1 <1
Z_ NOSE GEAR SINK RATE, FP$ 5.7 5.1 8°8 5.4 4.7
t
Table 9-4. Maximum Load Factors for STS Landing from th::
Orbiter Low-Fr<_quencyAcceleromet_rs
PRELIMINARY
nIEAIURENEN? XeL,OC_TmN, DIREC_'IOq FLIDATDATA,II DESIGN
HIllER DEICRIFTION LOADFACTORS
STli-1SI'IP! IITI_ 81114fiTS-5
Vli4AO434A ItlilLDGLKHEAD iX U 0,5 0,D U U 1,51-1.7
Vli4_O433A 070,KEEL NY 02 0,2 U 0,1 0,1 dL.O.il
V34AO431_ 1114,DULKNEAO iT 02 0,| U 0'1 0.1 *0,0
Vli4AIPiSOA On,LEFTLONGERON IIZ I,,O 1.3 ILO 1.4 1.4 02/3.0
Y._li431A 073,RIkNTLoHEqON NZ 1.4 1,,_ U 1.4 1.3 02/3.0
V34AO432A 073.LEFTLONBERON IIZ _.4 IJ_ 2.3 a.4 1.4 0,Z/3.0
• II'IHAO4_J_ 1_14,DULKIRAO IIZ C.4 I.Z 2.2 1,5 IJ_ 02/3.0
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Figure 9-1. Shock Spectra of Left Longeron Zo Load Factor at X o 823 for Flight
Data and Analytical Design Cases, SRB Ignition to +3 Seconds
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49-q Data Deficiencies
9.4.1 Acoustics and High Frequency Vibration
There is gb_erally good agreement among the NASA and Industrial centers in
defining the _noustio environment For pallet payloads and the vibration
env£ronment at the orbiter pallet attachment structure. However, there are
still significant uncertainties In the definition of these environments. The
data defI__ienoies are divided into Five major areas of concern: a) the
env,._onr.e_ st 1AftofF, which is the highest broad-band noise eventacoustic ' -"
in the payload bay, b) the acoustic environment during transonic Flight,
which is characterized by higher level discrete noise emanating From the
pressure equalization vents, o) structure-borne vibration induced From the
orbiter Into payloads, d) the effects of launch vehicle configuration
differences or changes on the payload bay environments, and e) the effects of
the difference between the KSC and VLS pad and terrain on the environments.
4 The deficiencies in the 1XFtoFF acoustics data result From the lack of
t measurements in the Forw_ one-third of the oargo bay, no definition oF the
_t effect of large payloads on the bay environment, and the low signal to noise
ratio vhAoh compromised the validity of the high Frequency data. The greatest i
! concern is centered on the effects of large payloads on the environment.
Model data and limited Flight data Indicate that large payloads can have a
significant effect on the local acoustic environment. The lack of data For
the Forward one-third of the bay was also a concern, particularly in view of
the high-level microphone measurement on the Forward bulkhead. The lack of
valid high Frequency data is due to the relatively benign levels measured;
however, this environment remains undefined. *
The inadequate definition of the higher-level discrete noise emanating From
the pressure equalization vents has been identified as the major data
deficiency For transonic Flight. Based on the limited data available near the
aft vents, transonic Flight vent noise would be a significant acoustic event
For _ayloada located in the vicinity of the vents. However, the trend of the
data meanur_d near the vents Is inoonslsten_ t the Fo_ard vent environment Is . ;_
unknown, and the effects of large payloads on the localized acoustic _:!_
environment near the vents are also unknown. !
Comparin& Flight vibration measurements on the OSS-1 pallet payload to
vibration response measurement_ obtained From the pallet ground acoustic test
showed that the orbiter may induce significant mechanically transmitted
vibration in the lower frequencies (below 125 Hz). A similar effect was
observed on the 8T3-4 pallet payload, h major F&aw In payload design and test
requirements may exist and an adequate data base Is required to characterize
the mechanically transmitted vibration For the range of anticipated ST&
payload masses and structural configurations.
Other areas of Flight data deficiencies are the effects of vehicle
oonFisurat£on changes and launch sites on the payload environment. The
differences between the KSC and VLS launch pads have a great potential For
_I causing major differences in the payload environments; a data base For VLS
i launches will be required to define the differences. Other areas that can
t affect payload environments are ST& engine uprattugs and changes in the ST&
t oon_J4P_atton.
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!9.q.2 Low l_equenoy Vibration
Defiolenoea in the low Frequency data bass are discussed by the eubheadl_
below.
r
The DFI acoo2e_me_ers had a rasponne limitation of 20 ez (_._ more accurately,
a Flat response spectra to I_I Hz) wh_le the DATE acoalerometer measurements ,
were good to 50 Hz (or mor_ accurately, a flet response spectra to 18 Hz).
The usefulness of the DFI data was Further limited by a sampling rate of 100
samples/second. Soma of the DATB aooelerometera did not measure the DC
component, responding only above 1.5 Hz. This makes cor relaticn of the loads
data difficult since such Instruments produce erroneous data at the Initiation
of transients. _or purposes of loads verification, Instrumentation with a
Flat Frequency rompers4 From 0 to 50 Hz _s required.
Bone measuronente were not suitable For a systematic analysis verification
This is especially true where the Input to a payload was not completely
defined, that is, where not all pertinent input degrees of freedom were
measured. This t8 Further complicated by the Friction Found in the trunnions. •
Heasurenent8 on both side of the payload/Shuttle interface are desirable but
yore not always Implemented. -_'
xodal F__ _
Some of the payload dynamic models For ST$-2 _hrouKh STS-5 were not adequately '_"
test verified. Hence, it is not known if the noted discrepancies between
analysis and fl_ht responses are attributable to the Shuttle model, payload
model, or Forcing Function inadequacies.
Data_ .....
£1thouKh the lov f_equency acceleration measurements from STS-2 through STS-5 •_/
have produced valuable data, there a_e limitations which make the data base
Incomplete. First, the data IS valid for Orbiter Vehicle (on) 102 only. iStructural differences between this vehicle and other Orbiter vehicles limit
the validity For the extrapolation of payload loads For the other Orbiter
vehicles. Furthermore, the da_a obtained was for light-weight payloads only
and t_.e_e were no a_leviatod elements. Data For orosswlnd and high sink rate
landings Is also lacking. STS-_ did have a high sink rate but constitutes
only one data point. Finally, Four Flights are too limited in number For a i
r_presontative data base. C_er considerations for a complete data ba_e are ]
launohu from Vl_ and anticipate_ changes In the launch vehicle such as engine I
characteristics and structural changes in the SRB*s and the ET. J
i
!
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A number of tanks are reoomnended as Follow-on aotIvItLes to the current DATK
effort. Improving the data base and analysis methods will lead to lower
: m_f_Ln.._sad proJeot ooste. In p_r_ these tanks _nolude:
,_ 1. htablt_h an expanded ST_ loads and vIbroaooust/o data base.
2. Tnprove larks payload and p_yload proximity effect methodoloKLe8.
3. Refine oharaotsrlsatLon of the pressure eq_altzatlon vent noise.
4. Determine pqload vibration transfer Funottons From the $T$ aooustlo and
vibration environment.
5. Develop a transient loads and aoousttoaily Induced environmental
orIterla.
6. Refine the VAPEPS PrOiP'lut and Its payload pl,odlctlon n_thod_.
7. Define the launoh envLr_nnents at the ¥;,$.
i
10.1 STS Dy_utLo Data Bass
i 10.1 1 Vibration and lcoustLo Data Base *_
A data base should be established that Includes data taken on non-DATE .. _,
p_yloads. The data should be doounented In post fllKht reports and In Summary
and ConolusLon reports slntl_ to this report. It 18 reoommended that the STS
vlbroaooutLo data base be expanded In the FollovLnK speoLFLc 8_,eaB:
lnolude available vibration and aooustlo data From all _'_-
Instrumented STS payloads Ln the STS data base. _._
I
The ST3 data signal to noise ratio should be Improved so that htKh
Frequenoy aooustIos and pallet hard points vibration may be
measured.
The reoordLng of vtbroaooustto data at ocmmon points In the bay For
eaoh FllKht should oontlnue. AoountLo meant_eaent loc_tLons should
Lnoluda the bay sidewall and buJkhead looatlons Ldent£oal to those
In ST_ I-5. Vibration measurements should lnolude data taken _n
el+her aide of pallet trunntona, the orblte_, bay trunnlon support
8truoture. ground aooustto tests should be planned to supplement
the orbiter FILKht data. This rill allou Further study of the
vtbroaooustto transfer Funottons of payload vibration responses.
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Instrumentation of future payloads should be carefully planned,
particularly for large payloads. Transducer locations _hould he
planned to include measurement of the discrete tones near the
pressure equaliza_ion vents, as well as the environment at the
forward 1/3 of the payload bay, and the airspace near the bay doors.
Heasurements should be devised to define large payload mass
attenuation faetors.
E_th the orbiter and the launch facility should be instrumented for
VLS launches.
10.1.2 Low Frequency Data Base
Future data acquisition should be directed mainly towards verifying basic
loads methodology and towards providing an adequate statistical data base to
provide the desired level of confidence, that is, a methodology which would
predict payload loads to acceptable but not excessive levels of
conservativeness. It is generally agreed (Refs. 17 and 30) that Improved
correlation is required between analytical predictions and flight dat_
To this end additional effort should be directed towards analyzing data and
analysis/flight data correlatto_ Future data acquisitions should be directed
towards the original objectives of the NASA DATE Program. Well planned and
analyzed experiments should be flown, completely characterizing the input and
responds of the payloads. To Implement this, supporting technology for the
application of flight data for the design of payloads is required.
In building a data base for loads prediction purposes, special attention
should be paid to account for all the variables such as structural variations
in the launch vehicle and payloads. It is important that data be obtained for
a variety of payloads, specifically heavy payloads and payloads utilizing load
allevlatio_ Data from STS-2 through STS-5 and only for 0V-102 is not
considered a satisfactory data base. Flight response measurements in the low f_/i
frequency regime must be made on both sides of the payload/Shuttle luterface
and must completely define the input to the payload. Such instrumentation
must be phase correlated, and have a flat frequency response in the 0-50 Ez
region A sampling rate of no less than 500 samples/second is desirable. The
instrumentation should be well planned using preflight analyses. Typically, t
such instrumentation should measure the responses of the major p_yload masses.
Ideally, such measurements should oousist of a combination of DC 1
aocalerometers, strain gauges, and deflection transducers. !
A representative statistical data base Is desired for the development of
design forcing functions. Pactors in the development of such forcing
f_u_ctions are: repeatability of data, adequacy cf _he current design forcing
functions, and the adequacy of the current methodology, that is, how well can
the responses be reproduced by post-flight analysis using forcing functions
derived from flight measurements.
Other recommendations include the acquisition of data for crosswind and high
sink rate landings, data for the Western Test _ange (WTR), expected to be
different from Eastern Test Range (ETR) data due to launch stand differences,
and a minimum level of data for all future flights _o evaluate flight-to-
flight variations. Special attention should be directed to the acquisition of
127
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fltsht data For the verIfAoatIon of tl ,e elf eat of trunnion trIotion on payload
loads. This will _qutr_ seaaur_sents on both the payload and Orbiter side of
the interface.
The benefits of Fltsht tnstrsnentatlon are cost-effective analysis techniques
leadlns to Increased reliability, lover structural destKn marKtns, lower
struoturtl veJJEht_ sad lover cost for analysis and _est.
•,1 10.2 Large Payload Hethodology
_', _ F_ptrtoal methodologies should be developed to account For payload position
and large payload effects in the payload bay. Payload effect prediction
curves should be developed For various larKe payload configurations and
payload/orbiter proximities. Data from model tests on larKe payloads should
be lnuludsd In the development of these nethodoloKles where appropriate. The
PaCeS code should be revised on the basis of acoustic data taken on larse
pLyloads.
Low Frequency (0-50 Hz) FltKht response data should be obtained For large,
heavy payloads, preferably payloads utlllztnK an upper stase such as IUS or
Centaur. These data should be compared to analytical predictions. Such a
_ comparison should Include a study of the effect of trunnion FrIotAon_
_iI 10.3 Vent Tone Detln:Ltton
The bay pressure equalization vent dlsorete tone envtronment should be deF! _ed
-- _ with sound pover levels and sound pressure levels versus dlstanoe For each of
the 8 bay vents. The Feasibility of perFormtnK wind tunnel tests to
characterise thls noise source should be determined. A vent tone model should
be developed that will predlot tone Intensities at payloads, and the effect of
the vent discrete noise on space,aft structures should also be studied.
10._ Vtbroaooustlc Transfer Functions
Payload response vtbroaooust£o transfer Functions response need to be
developed. Current vibration specifications may be deficient For frequencies
belov 125 H:. In addition, the difference in acoustic efficiency (of
vibration excitation in payloads) between STS FltKht and aooustlo testa should
be defined.
10.5 Loads C_btnatton Methodology
A methodology For oomblninK transient loads and acoustically induced loads at
payloads should be developed. This problem is currently under study at
Roclmell International, _FC, and Ae_OSl_OOCorporation.
Additional tliKht data should be obtained to resolve the dts_epanoy between
the FllKht responses and the analysis in the 12-50 Hz reKto_ To aooomplteh
thls_ Instrumentation and a data acquisition s._stem are required whloh
Suarantoe a phase ooreelated Frequency response Flat to 50 Hz. •
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10.6 VAPEPS Improvement
Proposals are bei_ prepared that will create a center for centralized VAPEP8
data base management. Eventually, It Is hopod that this data base will be
accessible to users by remote site computer terminals. This center will also
Qoordinate program aaintenanoe and tRprovements. An Independent validation of
VAPEPS modeling and prediction methods is also being proposed.
The data nanagement portion o_ VAPEPS should also be revised to Include a data
dictionary that will sake the program eas_.er to use.
10.7 Western Test RanEe Enviro_Nnt and For_:ing Functions for Loads Analysis
The acoustic environment at the Western Test Range should be defined and
compared to scale model test results and to the Kennedy Space Center launch
levels.
1:_9
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